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ABSTRACT 
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Background:              The study of the dynamism of customer preferences’ effect on  

                                     incumbent firms offers in-depth understanding of the active role  

                         of customers in affecting the position of incumbent firms  

                         which has been neglected in the vast majority of literature 

                                     that examined the declining position of incumbent firms.  

Aim:   The aim of this thesis is to examine the dynamism of customer    

                                     preferences’ effect on incumbent firms.  

Definitions:   Incumbent firm: the dominant firm in an industry. 

 Customer preferences: the collection of attributes including explicit  

 and implicit attributes of a certain product. 

  Preference stereotypes: the implicit prejudgement by customers about a     

certain product that can not be ascribed to an explicit attribute. 

Methodology:             A qualitative approach where online historical data from 1100 Nokia 

                                     Mobile phone user reviews for 11 years were collected, profiled, and  

                                     then analyzed. 

 

Completion and results:     Incumbent firms are affected by the dynamism of explicit and  

                                     implicit preferences through their effect on radical and incremental  

                                     innovation. Furthermore, preference stereotypes can affect incumbent  

                                     firms’ ability to impact the change of product meanings through  

 radical innovation and investment in technology.  
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1. CHAPTER I  

1.1. INTRODUCTION  
 

he fall of empires is not only an ancient story to be told in epic literature. Novelists and 

historians have always tried to uncover the reasons why empires fall and find the flaws 

that led to failure, while others struggled by seeking a resurrection elixir to salvage the 

falling empire. Likewise, researchers in the business world are always trying to determine the 

reasons beyond the success or failure of firms or find a remedy to win back a competitive 

position in the big wild corporate world. In companies as it is also like in novels, the 

development of events that is ultimately triggered by people’s behavior determines the scenery 

and eventually creates an overwhelming plot where a need arises to figure out both real problems 

and possibly their solutions. In their search for the problem in order to resolve the plot, the 

audience habitually blames it on the character of the outside enemy to preserve the belief that 

virtue still prevail, but as the events uncover reality, and surprisingly, it turns out that betrayal 

really happens not from the enemy outside, but rather from within, from those who were once 

trusted and taken for granted, from lovers, friends, and in the case of Nokia, from loyal 

customers.  

 

Mobile phone companies are conducting their business in a highly competitive industry. Some of 

them succeed to hold on, whereas others do not. For instance, Nokia used to be the leading 

company in the mobile phones industry (Data Monitor, 2008; Marketline, 2012) and contributed 

to Finland’s GDP with 20% growth from 1998 to 2007 according to the Research Institute of the 

Finnish Economy (ETLA) (The Economist.com). However, based on the same research, this 

position of industry leadership has declined when Nokia began drastically losing most of its 

market share in favor of other mobile companies, ‘partly to Apple’s ascent’ (The 

Economist.com) which ‘has clouded Finland’s outlook’ (The Economist.com) and this affected  

the company’s contribution to the Finnish economy. Furthermore, Nokia’s share price ‘has fallen 

by 90% since 2007’ (The Economist.com). The ability of new entrants to disposition the 

incumbent firms has been a debated topic in ample scholarly work that tackles this issue from 

T 
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technological and innovation literature perspective (Foster, 1986; Christensen and Rosenbloom, 

1995; Tushman and Anderson, 1986.). Moreover, while studies that tried to examine the 

changing position of incumbent firms included the customer perspective through presenting 

valuable arguments such as the value networks by Christensen and Rosenbloom (1995), it could 

be observed that the customers have been assumed to have a passive role in the determination of 

incumbent firms’ position. In this sense, these studies neglects to in-depth examine the reasons 

beyond why customers choose to migrate from one company to another company’s market share, 

which -if examined- could contribute towards further understanding of how customers can be 

active actors in determining the position of incumbent firms.  

To carry out this examination, this study chooses the perspective of customer preferences due to 

the dependence of the incumbents on customers as a raw core of existence, where the company’s 

survival is tied to how much customers like what the company offers of products or services. In 

this respect, customer preferences can be observed as a reflection of how customers perceive 

those products or services, as the customer preferences are often referred to as the degree to 

which the user likes a product. In fact, customer preferences are a multidimensional 

psychological construct that might be composed of perceptive, affective, and behavioral 

dimensions (Chuang et al, 2001).  

 

The importance of the customer dimension for incumbent firms is central to a company’s 

survival and success on the long term due to a more informed customer, a diverse array of 

product types and the customers’ heterogeneous preferences for technological products, which 

might include the same attributes, yet provide various benefits to consumers.  

Although this thesis acknowledges the importance of technology dimension, where the majority 

of studies concentrate on the role of the supply side of market, the importance of the demand side 

should be magnified and not disregarded (Valente, 2000). Accordingly, the main focus will be on 

the customer dimension through examining the effect of customer preferences dynamism on 

incumbent mobile phone companies. Given the significant importance that customer preferences 

has on incumbent mobile phone companies since a main stream product could drive one 

company towards success, there is a close relation between user’s preferences and the success of 

a product (Baxter, 1995 in Chuang et al, 2001). On the other hand, this relation could drive 

another company towards failure when it does not involve compatibility between user 

preferences and the company’s product. As a result, successful companies managed to consider 
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this issue as an integral part of their strategy through introducing products that fits best customer 

expectations and perceptions, or in other words products that match best the customer 

preferences. According to Cao et al. (2011), the demand for a product which determines a 

company’s strategy is often influenced by customer preferences where ‘customer’s preferences 

for a product can be viewed as a reflection of his or her inner world’ (Cao et al., 2001, p.162). 

Also, Swift (1997) in Chuang et al. (2001) argued that ‘design of profitable, high-quality 

products depends on a detailed understanding of consumer preferences’ (p.247).   

1.2 PROBLEM AREA 
 

The problem area of this thesis is the declining position of incumbent firms in the mobile phone 

industry. Incumbents experience a crisis when they are faced with a radical innovation because 

of their dedication to current value networks and technological paradigms (Christensen, 1997; 

Foster, 1986; Tushman and Anderson, 1986 in Ansari and Krop, 2012).  

At some cases, the problem is not limited to a decline of a single company’s position at the local 

or global market place, but can exceed these limitations and result in greater problems that affect 

the GDP and export rate of a country’s economy, when the incumbent has been adding a 

significant contribution to the economy. An example of this can be withdrawn from the empirical 

case of this study where Nokia contributed to Finland’s GDP with 20% growth from 1998 to 

2007 according to the Research Institute of the Finnish Economy (ETLA) (The Economist.com). 

This means that the problem of an incumbent company could eventually become one way or 

another, a problem of a country and affect many aspects in the lives of its people. 

In order to understand this declining position, many scholars (Foster, 1986; Christensen and 

Rosenbloom, 1995; Tushman and Anderson, 1986) enriched the research community with ample 

perspectives. It could be argued that most of them focused over the technological dimension and 

derived problem discussions and their solutions from a technology perspective, while on the 

other hand, additions that involved customers –despite being valuable contributions- assumed 

customers role as passive. For instance, this can be seen in the propositions of Foster (1986) who 

suggested that companies should always renew themselves and relentlessly abandon products 

which makes them successful for the time being for the sake of products that makes them 

successful in the future. Another argument provided by Christensen (1997) argued the role of 

value networks in the competition between incumbent and attacking firms where he described 

companies as sole actors in the creation of value, which brought customers into the picture but 
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still assumed them as passive actors. Thus, it resulted in neglecting the significant role of 

customers in influencing the incumbent firm’s position. 

 

1.3. PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH 
 

The purpose of this thesis is to examine the dynamism of customer preferences effect on the 

incumbent firm.  

1.4. CHALLENGE  
 

The challenge to this thesis is to examine the declining position of incumbent firms from a 

customer dimension reflected through the customer preferences dynamism.   

The accurate examination of the attributes that creates the preferences is a complex issue, due to 

the dynamism and the explicit and implicit nature of preferences. It is similar to trying to count a 

flock of starlings through their murmuration. This means that companies trying to determine 

present customer preferences do not necessarily know their future preferences due to customer 

preferences being always in motion (Vag, 2007).  

Despite what tools  like conjoint analysis, hedonic price analysis, value curve analysis could 

contribute to the strategic decision of companies in measuring the attributes that creates the 

preferences and providing insights by ranking the value of what customers explicitly wants, they 

still struggle to accuratley measure preferences. This struggle in preference measurment could be 

attributed to the nature of explicit and implicit preferences, which are constantly reshaped by the 

involvement of factors beyond the recognition of these tools.  

Another challenge is that these current tools utilized to measure the customer preferences are 

most likely able to predict present preferences, while they fail to provide reliable results for the 

change in those preferences as a result of dynamism (Vag, 2007).  Accordingly, these challenges 

represents a great risk of uncertainty about how customers will perceive a future model of mobile 

phone the company is willing to produce, if the phone matched customer preferences at the time 

of phone release in the market or exceeded them, there is a potential of success, if it did not, 

there is a greater risk of failure (Carpenter and Nakamoto, 1996). 

http://vimeo.com/31158841
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1.5. GAP OF THE RESEARCH THEORY 
 

Previous scholarly work focused mainly on the supply, product, and technology dimension in 

their investigation about changes in the competitive position of incumbent firms (Tushman and 

Anderson, 1986; Foster, 1986; Abernathy and Clark, 1985; Markides, 2006; Schumpeter, 1942; 

Tellis et al., 2009; Tushman and Anderson, 1986 in Ansari and Krop, 2012). Within the vast 

majority of this work, customers were seldom assumed to hold an active role in technological 

change, radical innovation, and the determination of incumbent firm’s position, and not so often 

if ever, an in-depth customer centric approach which explains in details the origins of how a 

focal issue for researchers, business managers, and strategists like customers preferences can be 

further examined was adopted. Most of innovation literature assumed customer preferences are 

relatively static (Tripsas, 2007; Janssen and Jager, 2001), while some attempts were made to 

examine the issue of customer preferences dynamism but they mostly focused on the 

implications of customer preferences on the individual buying behavior. Also there is ample 

research that explained the issue of competition between companies in high-tech industries from 

a technological perspective but very few have studied the collective result of dynamism of 

customer preferences on the market share of incumbent firms and migration of customers 

(Chuang et al., 2001). 

However, a different approach is taken by Verganti (2008) who argues by the design-driven 

innovation model, that innovation, in general, does not evolve from “quantum leaps in product 

performance enabled by breakthrough technologies, nor from improved production solutions 

based on better understanding consumer needs and wants” (Marshall, 2010, p.10). Instead, he 

claims that the design-driven innovation is “a radical innovation of product meaning” (Marshall, 

2010, p. 10) and not related to the R&D side of technology. In addition, by the concept 

“meaning”, Verganti (2008) implies the psychological and emotional meaning of the product, 

such as the intimate feelings of the individual when using the product. Thus, in our case, it can 

be assumed that this meaning attached to the product might have a certain relevance to the 

dynamism of customer preferences which will be discussed in this thesis. 
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1.6. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS  
 

THESIS STRUCTURE      

Chapter I Chapter I includes the introduction, problem area, purpose 

of the research, the challenge, and gap of the research 

theory. 

 

 
 

   

Chapter II Chapter II introduces the methodology used, research approach, 

research design, research method and data collection, validity and 

reliability in the context of business research, and the limitations of 

study. 

Chapter III Chapter III includes the theoretical framework: the 

incumbent firms, the technological dimension, the design-

driven dimension, and the customer dimension. Customer 

preferences formation, including factors like the 

psychological, social and consumer socialization theory, 

followed by the adverting factor, are presented. Then, the 

chapter continues presenting the dynamism of customer 

preferences, preference trajectories, preferences as memory 

(PAM) and functional relationships, and finally the chapter 

ending with the preference measurement.  

 
 
 

   

Chapter IV Chapter IV presents the empirical framework of this thesis 

by discussing the emergence of the smart phone industry 

and the convergence of mobile telephony, internet services, 

and personal computing. This chapter continues with 

leading mobile phone companies and current market trends, 

and then the chapter puts an emphasis on Nokia company. 

The customer reviews are the empirical case of this thesis, 

which take the reader to an exciting journey of 11 years 

back into mobile phone customer reviews. 

 
 
 

   

Chapter V Chapter V presents the analysis of both the empirical 

material through the theoretical lens proposed previously. 

For the purpose of keeping it convenient to the reader, the 

analysis was grouped into explicit and implicit preferences. 

 
 
 

   

 Chapter VI presents the conclusions of the thesis and 

implications for researchers and managers, as well as 

suggested future research. Finally, the thesis ends with 

suggestions for managers.  
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2. CHAPTER II 
 

The purpose of this chapter is to present to the reader the methodology used to carry out this 

research, including the research approach which explains the type of the method used, the 

research design which describes the inductive and interpretivist approach of the research, 

research method and data collection which explains the specific method used to collect the data, 

the reliability and validity of the research, and finaly the limitations of the study.  

The customer reviews were grouped and profiled in database tables of 160 pages in a separate 

file from this thesis for additional considerations upon request from the reader. These tables 

contain the user name, the user comment, the positive count, and negative count, and the neutral 

count of the user reviews for customer preferences for 1100 reviews for the period of 2002-2012.  

2.1. METHODOLOGY 
 
According to Kothari (2004), the research is ‘the systematic method consisting of enunciating the 

problem, formulating a hypothesis, collecting the facts or data, analyzing the facts and reaching 

certain conclusions either in the form of solution(s) towards the concerned problem or in certain 

generalizations for some theoretical formulation’ (p. 2). Furthermore, the aim of the research can 

be conducted for many reasons, such as: 

 

 In order to have an in-depth investigation and understanding of a particular phenomenon 

(either exploratory or formulative research studies)   

 To clearly describe the characteristics of individuals, situations or groups (descriptive 

research  studies) 

 To establish the rate of frequency of the occurrence of the phenomenon under study or to 

what else is associated (diagnostic research studies) 

 For testing a hypothesis or a causal relationship among variables (hypothesis-testing 

research studies) 

 

 

2.1.1. RESEARCH APPROACH  
 
Based on the type of information gathered for studying the research problem and how the data 

will be analyzed (Hussey and Hussey, 1997), the method chosen is a qualitative study.  The 
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research approach used for this thesis is drawing work from customers’ elicited preferences as 

well as the incumbent company’s strategy.  The thesis will examine the dynamism of customer 

preferences and the possible effects on the incumbent companies. Thus, it will be helpful to 

understand and examine this change in preferences for both the customers and the company from 

a practical as well as from a theoretical perspective within the context of incumbents companies’ 

declining position. 

2.1.2. RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
The research design used in this thesis is an inductive approach, which ‘starts by looking at the 

focus of research (the organization, a business problem, an economic issue etc) and through 

investigation by various research methods, aims to generate theory from the research’ (Greener, 

2008, p.16). In addition, according to Greener (2008), ‘a qualitative approach to research is 

likely to be associated with an inductive approach to generating theory, using an interpretivist 

model allowing the existence of multiple subjective perspectives and constructing knowledge 

rather than seeking to “find” it in “reality” ‘ (p.17).  For further clarification, the thesis looked at 

the declining position of Nokia which is the most current stringent problem of the company.   

2.1.3. RESEARCH METHOD AND DATA COLLECTION 
 
In order to detect the dynamism of mobile customer’s preferences, the choice was made to adopt 

a method of data collection and analysis through voluntary internet reviews by the users of 

mobile phones along a certain period of time 2002-2012, the thesis will examine 1100 user 

phone reviews about Nokia phones that were released in 11 years, and determine which kind of 

changes evolved in customer preferences and then examine if those had an impact over the 

incumbent firm. There are advantages and limitations of this method that this thesis 

acknowledges. The advantages can be seen in neutrality of the results from a researcher 

perspective since the reviews were written indepependently long before this thesis was 

conducted, and not purposely to support a proposition of this thesis, and hence the reviews are 

expected to be less biased towards the completion and results of this thesis.   

Another advantage is the availability of review data for older models of mobile phones 

preferences, which reflect specific information that was given by users at a time, due to 

preferences’ explicit and implicit nature. Those preferences can be difficult to describe by users 
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who owned these models in the past if they are asked about them nowadays because they lost 

their value over time or got simply forgotten or changed.  

The third advantage is the availability of information and data. Web reviews represent an 

enormous source of voluntary user generated data that could be difficult to gain efficiently within 

the limited time to conduct this study. Another advantage is the geographical dispersion, which 

adds to the randomization privilege of the sample studied and hence delivers better results than 

those limited to a specific location, especially for a concept like customer preferences. Thus, 

preference independence and culture have their significant impact on affecting the accurate 

measurement of customer preferences.  

The method involves collecting reviews for Nokia mobile phones’ early models, determining the 

customer preferences about those models, and examining if those preferences are dynamic.  

 

In order to do this, this thesis will examine top selling Nokia models along a period of 2002-2012 

according to one of the most popular phone review website that had the highest volume of 

archived mobile phone user review data, i.e GSM Arena ( www.gsmarena.com).   The selection 

of this website was relative to the fact that the larger the studied sample, the more accurate the 

result is. Thus, we used as a method of sampling, the non-probability sample and recognize that 

some units in the population might have a higher chance of being selected (Greener, 2008). 

Besides the availability of past phone user review data limited the choice of a phone user reviews 

website (non-probability sample):  www.gsmarena.com, where customer preferences were 

extracted out of online user previews as attributes and categorized within categories related to 

both explicit expressed attributes like price, display, design, camera, and to implicit attributes. 

It is important to mention the fact that the conjoint analysis, value curve analysis and hedonic 

price analyses require a predetermined pool of attributes set by the researchers themselves or 

acquired through focus groups, surveys, or interviews before analyzing the customer’s attributes. 

While the method employed in this thesis will examine a sample selected from a bulky size of 

customers’ reviews and then categorize the attributes emerged from these reviews. In this 

manner, bias and subjective intervention during the reviews analysis will be avoided. In addition, 

this method is expected to uncover customer attributes that could be untapped before, and hence, 

disregarded as potential important factors to take into consideration from the customer 

preferences dynamism perspective.  
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Decker and Trusov (2010) argue that the “relevance of consumer preferences, e.g., in connection 

with new product development processes, is widely confirmed in marketing research and 

practice” (p. 293). They argue that, in general, “consumer preferences are estimated by means of 

conjoint analysis using online or paper and- pencil surveys” (p.293). However, they point that 

“this type of preference elicitation can easily become expensive in terms of time and money” 

(p.293). Furthermore, the quality of the information gathered from the customers’ surveys is 

dependent on the respondents being keen to take part in the study (De Leeuw & de Heer, 2002; 

Groves, 2006 in Decker and Trusov, 2010). Thus, Decker and Trusov (2010) argue that it is 

important to ‘consider alternative possibilities for eliciting aggregate consumer preferences’ 

(p.293).  

Another major disadvantage of using the conjoint analysis rather than the online user reviews 

method is the issue of a large number of attributes to measure the consumer prefernces as 

products grow in their more complexity (Netzer at al., 2008). 

Compared to other feature extraction techniques, our methodology will be a rich historical 

analysis of user review data extraction, because it measures the preference dynamism of users at 

that particular point of time. Below is an example of the method of Decker and Trusov (2010): 

1. Elimination of words and phrases that do not specify explicit or implicit product attributes.  

2. Gathering of redundant words and phrases (e.g., combining “superb camera” and “good 

camera” into “camera”). 

3. Convergence of implicit candidate attributes (e.g., “expensive”) into explicit attributes 

(“price”). 

4. Gathering of synonyms (e.g., combining of “accumulator” and “battery” to “battery”). 

5. Removal of those possible attributes not recurring.  

Nokia’s best selling 11 phones analyzed were chosen from different websites such as specialized 

mobile phone review websites, Nokia company’s financial reports, consultancy firms’ reports 

and newspaper releases : 

 

2002 15 mil             Nokia 6100 

2003 50 mil           Nokia 3100  

2004 135 mil Nokia 2600 

2005 250 mil Nokia 1110  

2006 130 mil Nokia 1600 
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2007 150 mil Nokia 1200 

2008 13 mil             Nokia 5800 XpressMusic 

2009 20 mil             Nokia 2700 classic  

2010 150 mil Nokia 5230 

2011 1.4 mil             Nokia N9 

2012 4.4 mil             Lumia Series-Nokia Lumia 900 

 

One of the reasons for choosing this method for analyzing user’s reviews over other methods 

was due to that extracting user’s comments which were given under no pressure is a more 

accurate method instead of user feedback elicitation which might be uncomfortable for 

interviewees and who may not express their opinions freely without being biased.  

 

During the examination of user reviews, a tendency of users to use slang language rather than the 

standard language was noted, which makes software tools difficult to analyze the reviews. 

Another intriguing fact was that although the reviews’ number for Nokia Xpress Music was 

29,873, the number of reviewers who have used the rating option offered by the website 

www.gsmarena.com was only 89. This implies that requesting reviewers for queries makes them 

feel unease and limit the number of participations in the reviews, contrary to the scenario when 

the users actively get enrolled in providing voluntarily feedback if they are not obliged to do so.  

 

11 Nokia mobile phones will be analyzed in chronological order of their release during the 2002-

2012 periods and based on the first 100 reviews (using the ‘oldest to the newest review’ option) 

of users, from the GSM Arena’s website www.gsmarena.com. The choice to examine the oldest 

100 user reviews for each phone was made in order to assess the customer preferences for that 

specific phone at that particular period of time and not be biased of the next phone features 

released the following years.  

The review tables were grouped and profiled in a database tables in a separate file for additional 

considerations for the reader, where these tables contain the user name, the user comment, the 

positive count, negative count, and the neutral count of the user reviews for customer 

preferences.  
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2.1.4. RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY IN THE CONTEXT OF BUSINESS RESEARCH 

2.1.4.1. RELIABILITY 
 

Reliability is concerned with ‘consistency’ and ‘repeatability’ over time (Greener, 2008). In 

research studies, reliability focuses on the methods being clear, transparent and producing the 

same results when they are repeatedly used (Greener, 2008).    

2.1.4.2. VALIDITY 
 
Validity refers to ‘whether a test, or a measurement instrument, measures what it purports to 

measure’ (Colliver et al., 2012, p. 1). In other words, it means that the methods should be 

credible and measure the research problem in focus. 

 

According to Greener (2008), there are three kinds of validity: face validity, construct validity 

and internal validity. While face validity is a simpler concept which focuses on the idea that the 

reader realizes that the method makes sense as a method itself, construct validity on the other 

hand involves that ‘the method must actually measure what you think it measures ‘ (Greener, 

2008, p. 37). The third method, internal validity refers to causality, whether there is an 

interdependence of the variables influencing each other or there is a mere association between 

these factors (Greener, 2008). 

 

In this thesis, the external validity, ‘more often called generalisability, i.e can we generalize the 

results of our study to other contexts or situations?’ (Greener, 2008, p. 38) is used in order to 

investigate whether the results obtained from eliciting customer preferences through reviews 

could be a characteristic of generalisability or not to other highly dynamic industries, apart from 

the mobile phone companies.    

 

2.1.5. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY  
 
This study acknowledges several limitations which can be summarized as follows: 

 

 Due to the reviews being acquired from a determined sample of mobile phone customers 

(i.e., 100 reviews for each phone model) who are willing and able to access the internet in 
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order to write voluntary reviews, one limitation was the inability to analyze the 

preferences of those phone customers who do not participate in online product reviews.  

    

 The anonymous nature of the online review setting is another limitation to this research. 

The user demographics (the age, sex profile and occupation of the sample) remains 

unidentified when using voluntary online user reviews which prevented the study from 

observing the relevance of preferences to the customers age segment, sex profile and the 

occupation - which if was possible- could have added more dimensions towards the 

precise understanding of the effect of dynamic customer preferences, in specific with 

regards to the preference formation and change from psychological and social 

perspectives, as well as for investigating the factors influencing in the consumer decision 

making and buying decision.  

 

 Furthermore, the inability to use automated language analysis software due to the 

characteristics of the used user review language i.e. slang language is another limitation 

encountered. Similarly, due to the diversity of the countries they come from, the use of 

English as a common language might be a limiting factor for a clear expression of their 

preferences towards the phone models and can affect the standard language writing and 

use of different letters or keyboard characters and emoticons used to express the user 

preferences.   

 

 While the study used 1100 user reviews for analysis for 11 Nokia phone types, grouped 

by release year and the highest number of handsets sold, it did not analyze all the phone 

models from each release year due to the equal number of handsets sold for two phones. 

 

The methodology chapter presented the research approach which explained the type of the 

method used, the research design which described the inductive and interpretivist approach of the 

research, research method and data collection which explained the specific method used to 

collect the data, the reliability and validity of the research, and finaly the limitations of the study.  

The review tables were grouped and profiled in a database tables in a separate file from this 

thesis for additional considerations for the reader. These tables contain the user name, the user 

comment, the positive count, and negative count of the user reviews for customer preferences for 

1100 reviews.  
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3. CHAPTER III 
 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the theoretical framework used in this thesis which 

includes literature about the incumbent firm, and the three dimensions which represent different 

perspectives through which the incumbent firm’s position can be discussed, namely the 

technological, the design-driven, and finally the customer dimension which is the dimension of 

choice by the authors to conduct this study reflected through the perspective of customer 

preferences. Accordingly, detailed information about of the customer preferences will be 

presented including customer preferences definition, customer preferences formation, customer 

preferences dynamism, and preference measurement.  

3.1 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

3.1.1 THE INCUMBENT FIRM 
 
The Oxford Reference Online (2013) defines the incumbent firm as: 

 

‘A firm which is already in position in a market. In a contestable market, where the goods 

produced by different firms are homogeneous and there are no sunk costs, there is 

complete symmetry between an incumbent firm and would-be entrants. If goods can vary 

in quality, so that reputation matters, and if there are any sunk costs, the incumbent is in a 

stronger competitive position than potential entrants: the incumbent has established 

market contacts, and has already incurred the sunk costs. An incumbent will have a 

further competitive advantage if cost savings come from learning by doing: an existing 

firm has a start on any new entrant in the experience from which cost reductions are 

derived’ 

An incumbent firm can be referred to as a company that is powerful and has a large amount of 

market share, as in, "the dominant incumbent software company" (investopedia.com) in 

business, the incumbent is typically the largest player in a given industry.  

Scholars (Abernathy and Clark, 1985; Markides, 2006; Schumpeter, 1942; Tellis et al., 2009; 

Tushman and Anderson, 1986 in Ansari and Krop, 2012) often argue that an incumbent firm’s 

share declines as a radical innovation takes place and ‘can transform industrial landscapes by 

reconfiguring positions of leadership and are crucial to organizational and economic growth’ 

(p.1357).  
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It is argued that incumbents experience a crisis when they are faced with a radical innovation 

because of their dedication to current value networks and technological paradigms (Christensen, 

1997; Foster, 1986; Tushman and Anderson, 1986 in Ansari and Krop, 2012). The key challenge 

here is to analyze if there are other reasons that influence the position of the incumbent firm in 

face of the threat and attack of new entrants. In this sense, the below table summarizes the 

various factors that prior research examined as factors for the decline of incumbents’ position. 

For a simpler and easier evaluation, we grouped these factors into internal (organizational) and 

external (industry) factors as it can be seen in table 1. 

Table 1 – External vs. Internal factors research on incumbent position decline Kandeel and Sali (2013)   

External Factors Internal Factors 

 

Cannibalization (Ali, 1994 in Chandy and Tellis, 

2000); 

Organizational routines (Chandy and Tellis, 2000; 

Tilton, 1971; Hannan and Freeman, 1997) 

Competition (Forrester, 1965) Inertia (Burns and Stalker, 1961; Crozier, 1964); 

Commercialisation of the innovation (Hill and 

Rothaermel, 2003); 

Risk-aversion (Singh, 1986; March, 1988); 

Demand structure (Adner, 2002; Danneels, 

2003); 

Myopia (Ahuja and Lampert, 2001); 

Government subsidies (Levinthal, 1992); Corporate shared mental models (Karakaya and 

Yannopoulos, 2011); 

Institutional environment, including stock market 

pressures (Benner, 2010); 

Organizational culture, information resources, and 

personality and skills of the decision-makers 

(Dickson, 1992); 

Government policies (Garud and Karnøe, 2003; 

Haveman et al., 2001; Madsen and Walker, 

2007); 

Path dependency (Leonard-Barton,1992); 

Related markets’ evolution (Jacobides et al., 

2006; Porter, 2008); 

Incumbent size (Sandström et al., 2009); 

 Complementary assets (Teece, 1986) 

 

As it can be shown from the above table, the prior research heavily focused on both internal 

factors and external ones in explaining the difficulties of incumbent firms in responding to the 
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threat of new entrants in case of radical innovation. Apart from the abundance of these factors, 

scholars have also given solutions on how to prevent incumbent companies to fail in face of the 

competition.   For instance, to note a few, March and Levinthal (1993) argue that a balance 

between exploitation and exploration is vital for sustaining a company’s competitive advantage 

in order to avoid the learning myopia. Furthermore, Subramanian et al.( 2011) identify dynamic 

capability to be central for incumbent firms’ strategy in reconfiguring themselves in the face of 

tough competition from technologically superior entrants. 

 

3.1.2 THE TECHNOLOGICAL DIMENSION  
 

The innovation concept was born as a natural process of the business environment in which 

companies tried to make use of their resources in order to take advantage of scientific, 

technological and market opportunities (Dodgson, 1993). According to Herbert (1996), the 

innovation can be defined as ‘… courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into 

preferred ones’ (p. 111), which was one of the earliest definitions of innovation. Later, Rothwell 

(1994) classified it into five generations of thinking: research-push, demand-pull, coupling, 

collaborative or chain-linked, and strategic innovation. Based on him, the first generation, i.e. 

research-push, assumes that the innovation process is a linear process, beginning with scientific 

discovery, passing through invention, engineering and manufacturing activities and ending with 

the marketing of a new product or process. The demand-pull model theorized that innovation 

derived from a perceived demand, which influenced the rate of technology and development. 

These approaches were seen both as linear and involved investing in R&D and marketing, 

respectively.  The following model, coupling, however, was centered on integrating both 

research-push and demand-pull, where there is interaction between the phases of both processes. 

The collaborative or chain-linked model moved away from just input based resources and market 

towards a close relationships with suppliers and customers through iterative and feedback type 

communication. The fifth generation model weaves both the strategic and technological 

integration between different organizations inside and outside the firm, with these integration 

processes being concurrent to each, rather than sequential. However, as the 

products/processes/services began to be imitated by the competitors and sales began to decline, 

the technological dimension had to be questioned again, as well as how to offer what customers 

need and want. 
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Christensen (1997) like many other scholarly works approaches the issue of incumbents position 

from an attacker-incumbent perspective, the ‘attacker’s advantage’ is a concept coined by Foster 

(1986) who argued that having and using this advantage has many favorable benefits. One of 

these benefits is the competitive advantage of the attacker firm of possessing new and radical 

technological innovation against the incumbent firms.  Furthermore, the attacker firms know how 

to compete with incumbent firms through changing and acting fast and moving to new products 

and technologies. In addition, Foster (1986) describes other two concepts other than the 

attacker’s advantage which can be useful for incumbent firms in analyzing and predicting some 

patterns of change: the S-curve and discontinuity.  

 

Figure 1 - The S-curve by Richard N. Foster, the attacker advantage (1986) 

 

 

The former concept, the S-curve, deals with the technological progress seen from the beginning 

until the end of ‘the effort put into improving a product or process and the results one receives 

from that investment’ (Otto, 1987, p.572) and it is characterized by three phases: infancy, 

explosion and gradual maturation of technological progress. According to Otto (1987), the 

advices that Foster gives to incumbent firms is 1) recognizing the existence of the curve and 

analyzing the past and future in order to make the right decision and 2) changing from an 

efficiency point of view toward a competitive one. For instance, a common defense strategy 

employed by incumbent firms is to focus on improving efficiency and cutting costs to avoid 

losing customers against the attacker firms and, in addition, to add a new product or process to 

the existing portfolio. However, being complacent about their market position can have 

detrimental effects as well. For example, being self-assured about the technological progress, 
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early warning of a possible attack, being mislead about the desires of the customers and the 

market could jeopardize their position.   It could be argued that the true wants of the customer is 

the crucial factor that most incumbent firms should take into consideration when analyzing their 

products and markets, but which many of them chose not to do so. The second concept, 

discontinuity, is defined as the point in time when a current technology replaces another one. 

Both the two concepts, namely the S-curve and discontinuity can be related to Christensen and 

Rosenbloom’s (1995) article about the technological paradigms, organizational dynamics and 

value network from similar perspectives on technology, customers and markets. ” Based on their 

findings from the disk drive industry, the incumbent firms were successful in holding their 

position in face of an attack by developing and adopting new technologies as long as these 

technologies addressed customers’ needs within the value network in which the incumbent firms 

competed, whereas the attackers took advantage in focusing on user needs in different, emerging 

value networks. Hence, we can say that value networks are defined by the boundaries that are 

related to product attributes which are in turn related to the preferences of users’ needs. In each 

case, according to Christensen and Rosenbloom (1995), there are two distinct  trajectories 

identified regarding the technological paradigm  1) the performance demanded over time within 

a given value network and 2) the performance which technologists are able to provide. On the 

other hand, organizational dynamics focus on the firms that are successfully developing their 

competencies required in these technologies, rather than on their incremental or modular 

innovations. Thus, the essence of the attacker’s advantage stands in its ability to identify and 

make strategic plans to develop new and emerging value networks and, in other words, to change 

strategies.  

3.1.3. DESIGN-DRIVEN INNOVATION DIMENSION 
 
In the beginning of the 90’s, Krippendorff (1989) brought a totally new perspective from the 

‘technology push’ and ‘market pull’ and a first definition of what a design-innovation is: ‘the 

etymology of design goes back to the Latin de + signare and means making something, 

distinguishing it by a sign, giving it significance, designating its relations to other things, owners, 

users, goods’. In other words, design ‘deals with meanings that people give to products, and with 

the messages and product languages that one can devise to convey that meaning’ ( Krippendorff, 

1989 in Verganti, 2011, p.384). Thus, the design in innovation translates into the innovation of 

product and service meanings, which can imply social and individual motivations. The former is 
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related to symbolic and cultural meanings, i.e., what the product tells about the individual to 

others, whereas the latter is linked to psychological and emotional meaning, such as the intimate 

feelings of the individual when is using the product. What is certain for scholars is that the 

consumers buy and use products for ‘deep reasons’ that are not manifested, that include 

functional utility and intangible psychological satisfaction (Verganti, 2011). Furthermore, the 

majority of academic papers argue that the meanings are given and static and mostly focus on the 

meanings attached to product by the user centered approach. However, there is another approach 

asserting that meanings do radically change as a result of design push by the company itself. A 

concrete example for this case is Nintendo Wii, which totally changed the way the console game 

industry viewed the entertainment process. As opposed to passive, couch-crushed style of 

playing, Nintendo overturned this meaning into a physical, active entertainment through 

socialization (Verganti, 2011). As a ground-breaking theory, Verganti (2011) proposed a new 

approach named radical design- a radical innovation of meanings (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2 Innovation strategies (Verganti, 2008) 

  

 

It is a concept that strays away from incremental innovation by design (better user interface, 

improvements, differentiation, nice ideas and features that are easily imitated and obsolete) and 

emphasizes ‘the creation of a new paradigm’ and ‘redefinition of an industry’ (Verganti, 2011, p. 

384). Furthermore, Geels (2004) talks about a socio-cultural regime or paradigm in a social 

world, meaning that innovation of meanings can be created within the current socio-cultural 
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regime (incremental), whereas it can make a new regime (radical). The characteristics of radical 

design include: not being user driven, proposals (and not solutions) are made by the company, 

interaction with interpreters, and investigation of socio-cultural paradigms, i.e. design discourse 

work (a network of actors that interact among each other for creating meanings of objects). For 

instance, the famous lightning manufacturer Artemide does not use focused groups as part of 

market-pull strategy because the meanings that user attached to the things are dependent on 

socio-cultural regimes. Instead, the company pays attention to the evolution of society, economy, 

culture, art, science, and technology and it is capable of understanding, creating and influencing 

new product meanings.  Thus, Battistella et al. (2012) argues that ‘in this scenario, firms and 

consumers interact to co-create needs and co-propose breakthrough meanings and product 

languages’ (p.720). Yet, the question left to be answered is how the company perceives and 

creates the process of meanings? The answer might be using the process of sense-making or 

making sense for the design approach. Krippendorff (1989) in Battistella et al. (2012)  argues 

that ‘form follows meanings’ (p.722) and ‘people do not perceive pure forms, unrelated objects, 

or thing as such but meanings’ (p. 722). Furthermore, sense-making is a process resulted from 

the works of actions and beliefs system (Weick, 1995; Choo, 1996).  Battistella (2011) claims 

sense-making is ‘the activity of perceiving the environment and assigning a personal meaning to 

an object’ (p. 722). In addition, the role of the designer is ‘giving a new meaning and new 

symbolic qualities to objects and in this light design ‘’is making sense (of things)’ (p.722).  In 

this sense, successful Italian manufacturer in design-intensive industries Artemide has developed 

strong capabilities in pushing a vision and creating meanings of objects. For instance, Artemide 

redefined what users needed and looked at the Metamorfosi lamp, making it not a just a high-end 

beautiful piece of furniture in the living room, but a customized and vivid light that creates an  

atmosphere according to their users emotions. Furthermore, except from the functionality and 

style of their products, the company tries ‘to understand the aspirations of people when living in 

their home (i.e., possible future domestic mindsets, actions and meanings) to be addressed by 

new proposals of lamps’ (Verganti, 2009). The actors with which it interacts is comprised of the 

design discourse (Figure 3), a vast network of firms in other in other industries addressing the 

same users in the same domestic context (e.g., manufacturers of furniture, small appliances, TV 

sets and stereos, broadcasting firms) that are interested in understanding what users could want 

to experience in their domestic life., product designers who have independent visions and 

languages regarding domestic life, architects, magazines and other media of interior design, 
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suppliers of raw materials interested in possible future uses of their materials in household 

products, universities and design schools, showrooms and exhibition designers and artists. 

Interacting with this network of actors enhances and increases Artemide’s chances of 

‘developing radical innovations of meanings that in the future would be highly successful in the 

market place’ (Verganti, 2008, p. 445).  Thus, the competitive advantage of the company lies in 

its capability to access and share knowledge with this network of actors and ‘to identify the key 

interpreters, to attract them and develop with them a privileged relationship, to share and 

recombine knowledge to build unique proposals, and to rely on the design discourse to 

communicate with users’ (Verganti, 2008, p.445-446). 

 

Figure 3. The Design Discourse Surrounding a Firm (Verganti, 2008) 

 

 

 

 

According to Verganti’s concept of design-driven innovation, there is interplay between design 

and innovation based on two dimensions (Verganti, 2009). As it can be seen figure 4, the first 

dimension focuses on the utilitarian aspect, like product performance and technological 

development.      
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Figure 4 Adapted from Roberto Verganti (2003) 

                                                                                 

 
                                                                                                
 

The second dimension relates to sense and meaning, emphasizing the ‘psychological and cultural 

reasons people use the product’ (Verganti, 2009, p. 32).  

 

3.1.4. THE CUSTOMER DIMENSION 
 

Understanding customers could contribute significantly to the success of incumbents. It is argued 

that for being successful in business, companies should consider consumers’ preference as a 

major factor in determining business success and the government policy as more scholarly work 

on the development of IT products have recently discussed the pull of demand rather than the 

push of technology (Kim et al., 2005). Also there is a close relation between user's preferences 
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and the success of a product (Baxter, 1995).  Accordingly, the consideration of customer 

preferences is derived from the critical need for companies to constantly apprehend what their 

customers want, especially for highly dynamic industries like the mobile phone industry.  

To this similar direction, Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

urged for the requirement for studies that analyze consumers’ demands and usage patterns of 

mobile phones and contents (OECD, 2006 in Kim et al., 2005 ). Due to consumers’ preferences 

being dissimilar from their socio-demographic backgrounds (Wareham and Levy, 2002; Rice and 

Katz, 2003; Sarker and Wells, 2003; Okazaki, 2006 in Kim et al., 2005), it is required to research 

consumer demands for mobile phones in regard to their heterogeneous characteristics.  

3.1.5. CUSTOMER PREFERENCES DEFINITION  
 

According to Warren et al. (2010) economists, behavioral decision theorists, and psychologists 

have been debating the concept of customer preferences from two main perspectives, namely 

expressed preference (choice or willingness to pay) and underlying preferences (attitudes), 

respectively. Warrren et al. (2010) explain expressed preferences as ‘a preference for option A 

over options B and C means that either a decision maker selected A over B or C or that he or she 

was willing to pay more for A than B or C’ (p. 2). On the other hand, psychologists define 

preferences as ‘a latent tendency to consider something desirable or undesirable’ (Zajonc, 1980 

in Warren et al., 2010, p.n.d.) and equate them to attitudes. They argue that these types of 

preferences can be measured through scale ratings or response latency measures. Although 

expressed and latent preferences are used under the same general term of customer preferences, 

they differ in the methods used to measure them (Warren et al., 2010).   

The past literature of works on customer preferences uses the term preferences in multiple ways. 

One of them is employed as ‘the value of some state of the world is typically defined as the 

extent to which it is considered desirable or undesirable’ (Warren et al., 2010, p.n.d.). In 

economics, the concept of utility was adopted in order to enhance value’s subjective nature. In 

the classic utility theory, values were used interchangeably as ‘a preference for some state of the 

world over some other state of the world demonstrates that the former is valued more than the 

latter’ (Warren et al., 2010, p.n.d.).  

This value of ‘some state of the world’ is perceived as the degree to which it is believed as being 

desirable or undesirable (Warren et al., 2010, p.n.d.). Economists and behavioral decision 

theorists frequently replace the term ‘value’ with ‘utility’ to stress the former’s subjective nature. 
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In the classic utility theory, values are not measured, but rather implied from preferences 

(Warren et al., 2010). As a result, values and preferences are often used interchangeably. 

The term preference is used in multiple ways. One of the definitions of customer preferences is 

given by Valente (2000) who states that ‘preferences serve as a general criterion to determine 

which option is better among many on offer’ (p.5).  In this regard, the consumer decision aspect 

is believed to have a significant impact on the customer preference choice for a certain product 

over another one. The consumer decision rule is referred to as any decision rule utilized by 

consumers in brand choice decisions. According to Medialine.de, consumers frequently use five 

decision rules when deliberating, either singularly or in combination (1) Conjunctive decision 

rule: in this rule the customer assigns minimum standards of performance for each attribute 

according to which he evaluates a brand and regards only those which meets or exeeds this 

minimum standard. The use of this rule is to decrease the amount of information due to the 

limited ability of individuals to process information. For example this rule helps customers to 

exempt products that are not within the assigned price range by the individual. It is argues that 

the conjuctive rule dominates all the other decision rules.  

(2) Disjunctive decision rule: in this rule, the customer chooses the product based on a relatively 

high satisfaction level, any product that exceeds this level for each relevant attribute is 

considered acceptable by the consumer. 

 (3) Elimination-by-aspects: The customer assigns a certain rank for attributes they value the 

most, by prioritizing the highest attribute upon others, then the second most important and 

soforth towards the end of less valuabale attribute.   

(4) Lexicographic decision rule:  the lexicographic rule is similar to the elimination by aspect 

rule except for the former one considers the maximum performance level while the latter 

considers a fairly reasonable performance level. 

(5) Compensatory decision rule: this decision rule consider the highest sum of all attributes for 

each product regardless of the ranking importance of attribute.  

 

The consumers engage in the decision process taking into consideration their level of need 

satisfaction and degree of uncertainty (Janssen and Jager, 2001). There are three situations 

occurring during the elaboration process. Firstly, when faced with low level of need satisfaction 

and a high degree of uncertainty, the consumers socially compare (Janssen and Jager, 2001). On 

the other hand, if a high level of need satisfaction and also a high level of uncertainty exist, the 
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consumers will imitate the behavior of their peers (Janssen and Jager, 2001). Thus, the imitation 

of the consumer focused on the outcome behavior of peers does not involve analyzing one’s self 

behavior which involves ‘less cognitive effort than social comparison’ (Janssen and Jager, 2001, 

p.753). On the other hand, a repetitive buying behavior requires less cognitive effort than the 

social comparison, as one have to pay attention and recall peers’ buying behavior. Finally, when 

there is a high level of need satisfaction and a low level of uncertainty, the consumers are 

repeating their previously held behavior (Janssen and Jager, 2001). Consumers frequently update 

and store information about agents’ abilities, opportunities and characteristics in a mental map. 

When they are not keeping it updated with that kind of information, the mental map becomes 

obsolete and the user disregards and discards new and attractive alternatives of products (Janssen 

and Jager, 2001).    

Previously formed preferences for a specific alternative influence the consumer decision making 

process. As a result, the consumers are prone to make the choice between options based on 

bounded information search activity (Beatty and Smith, 1987; Moorthy, Ratchford and Talukdar, 

1997 in Karjaluoto et al., 2005) and without complete assessment of the other alternatives (Alba 

and Hutchinson, 2000; Chernev, 2003; Coupey, Irwin and Payne, 1998; Slovic, 1995) in 

(Karjaluoto et al., 2005). 

 

Desmet et al. (2008) in Cao et al. (2010) theorize that customer’s preferences for a product is 

perceived as a reflection of one’s world. These customer preferences are linked to customers’ 

emotion and they influence their buying decisions (Desmet et al., 2008 in Cao et al., 2010). 

Furthermore, a company’s strategy is also influenced by customers’ preferences purchase 

patterns (Claes, 1992 in Cao et al., 2010). The challenge of this thesis as mentioned previously is 

to look at customer dimension and analyze how their preferences towards a product dynamically 

change. Therefore, a point worth examining would be how do customers chose a product among 

many similar ones, even though they have similar product features and provide similar benefits?  

 

The predominant view held on the psychology of preferences is that people make subjective 

values only for basic attribute combinations that characterize an option and those preferences for 

most other attribute combinations are made during the decision process (Fischhoff, 1991; Payne 

et al, 1993; Slovic 1995 in Amir and Levav, 2008) 
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Based on the work of Carlson and Bond (2006); Carpenter and Nakamoto 1989; Hoeffler and 

Ariely 1999; Yoon and Simonson 2006 in Amir and Levav (2008), the preference construction 

view assumes that repeated choices should ease the learning of subjective attribute values and 

augment preference stability. In other words, repeated choices should reduce the uncertainty 

surrounding “optimal” trade-off values. 

The term ‘preference construction’ is used in the specialized literature with two possible 

meanings. Firstly, the term ‘constructed’ can signify that a preference changes across contexts. In 

addition, construction might also mean ‘context sensitivity’, which implies that preferences are 

consistently constructed because context influences the judgment and choice processes. Thus, the 

context influences goals and the latter, the preferences (Warren et al., 2010). 

Secondly, the term ‘constructed’ can imply that a preference is ‘calculated’ or ‘formulated’ 

during the judgment or choice process. Another synonym term to ‘constructed’ in this context 

might be ‘calculation’, meaning that, in general, preferences are calculated. However, to what 

degree they are calculated remains a question to be answered (Warren et al., 2010). 
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3.1.6. CUSTOMER PREFERENCE FORMATION  

3.1.6.1. The PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTOR  
 
There are social (exogenous) and individual (endogenous) preferences changes that affect the 

customers’ preference for a specific product (Janssen and Jager, 2001).  

One of these factors is the psychological factor that implies individual thoughts, feelings and 

attitudes about a certain product. Psychological attributes are formed by attitudes, stereotypes  

and  self-esteem (Gawronski and De Houwer, 2013). However, these psychological attributes are 

considered to be ‘introspectively inaccessible or outside of conscious awareness’ (Gawronski 

and De Houwer, 2013, p.1). In other words, it is assumed that consumers hold implicit opinions 

that are not explicitly articulated and there is a challenge for psychologists to ‘reduce 

participants’ ability to control their responses and do not require introspection for the assessment 

of psychological attributes’ (Gawronski and De Houwer, 2013, p. 1). In order to measure these 

hidden preferences, psychologists designed instruments like implicit and explicit measures. For a 

better understanding of these methods, clearer clarifications of what exactly implicit and explicit 

concepts refer to. Scholars are using the concepts of implicit and explicit in two different ways: 

either by referring to the features of measurement procedures or to portray the character of the 

psychological attributes analyzed by the measurement instruments (Gawronski and De Houwer, 

2013). Also, it was brought into attention that self report is considered to have an important role 

in measuring people’s attitudes and beliefs which ‘are often distorted by social desirability and 

self-presentational concerns’ (Gawronski and De Houwer, 2013, p.1). 

According to the Harvard.edu, an attitude is ‘a positive or negative evaluation of some object’. 

Moreover, an ‘attitude’ or ‘preference’ is ‘the association between a concept and an evaluation 

such as good-bad, positive-negative, or pleasant-unpleasant’, where an 'association' is the degree 

to which one concept is connected to, or associated with, another concept. For instance, the 

association of the word ‘science’ more with the male, rather than female is due to their beliefs 

about each category’s competencies and their proportion in the science field. This association 

reveals a stereotype, namely ‘the association of a concept (science) with an attribute (male or 

female)’. Here, the stereotype is defined as ‘a belief that members of a group generally possess 

some characteristic (for example, the belief that women are typically nurturing)’. 
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There can be two sorts of attitudes: explicit (direct) and implicit (indirect) attitudes. The explicit 

attitudes or beliefs are defined as “ones that are directly expressed or publicly stated”. In general, 

in order to obtain explicit attitudes, asking questions to interviewees about a certain product, 

group of people or event in order to have them reported and described will suffice. In the 

research field, the standard method of conducting this type of opinion survey is known as ‘self-

report’.  

Compared to an explicit attitude, however, the implicit attitude is an “attitude that can rub off on 

associated objects”. An example of an implicit attitude is given regarding the instance of a legal 

suit in which one’s spouse company is involved. The tendency to assume the company was not 

responsible of bad deeds is an indication of that individual’s attitude toward his/her spouse. It is 

common to use the word “implicit” in order to conceal strong attitudes “from public view, and 

even from conscious awareness”. 

In this respect, as individuals have implicit preferences they cannot express it accurately, the 

Implicit Attitude Test (IAT) is used in order to reveal these hidden implicit attitudes. 

The IAT involves asking individuals to pair two concepts, such as young and good, or elderly 

and good. If the young and good are significantly associated, it will be simple to give fast when 

individuals are asked to provide similar responses. On the opposite, if good and elderly concepts 

are not significantly associated, there will be slow and different responses from the respondents. 

IAT assumes that if two concepts are strongly associated, the faster the response rates from 

respondents.  

Relevant to implicit attitudes, the implicit stereotype is “Answer: A stereotype is a belief that 

members of a group generally possess some characteristic (for example, the belief that women 

are typically nurturing)”. An implicit stereotype is ‘a stereotype that is powerful enough to 

operate without conscious control’. It applies to situations where when asked about a particular 

male person name ‘X’ whether he is or is not the name of a famous person, an individual is likely 

to give an affirmative response (i.e., yes) more than when asked about a female person name ‘Y’. 

In this case, it is assumed that the individual is indirectly reporting an implicit stereotype that 

“associates the category of male (more than that of female) with fame-deserving achievement”, 

even if a different female name is used. However, it could be argued here that the customers use 

these stereotypes to make judgments about products, service providers, or consumers (Matta and 

Folkes, 2005; Pechmann and Knight, 2002 in Lee et al., 2011).  
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Furthermore, it has been argued that these stereotypes have an effect on how consumers react 

when they believe they are targets of these stereotypes. The stereotype threat is ‘a situational 

predicament caused by the awareness that one might be treated differently because of a negative 

stereotype about one’s group’ (Steele and Aronson, 2005 in Lee et al., 2011). This threat arises 

when consumers who are aware that they might be stereotyped would lower their intentions to 

transact with certain service providers.  As defined by Lee et al. (2011), transaction-related 

anxiety is ‘the process that causes changes in judgments about transacting with an out-group 

service provider’ (p.3). During a buying transaction, the consumer can proceed forth with it or 

prefer to defer it due to the anxiety. Steele (1997) state that anxiety is an important factor of the 

stereotype threat effect on individuals that belong to disadvantaged groups. 

There are two reasons why implicit and explicit attitudes are different from each other. For 

instance, an individual might be reluctant to express accurately some attitude or opinion, for fear 

of embarrassment “if a professor asks a student "Do you like soap operas?" a student who is fully 

aware of spending two hours each day watching soap operas may nevertheless say "no" because 

of being embarrassed (unwilling) to reveal this fondness”. This is embarrassing is considered to 

be an act of hiding something from others. The second reason is the respondents being incapable 

of accurately express an attitude, due to their held prejudices. For instance, when asking about 

reporting an attitude held toward a particular nationality, the respondents provided unprejudiced 

replies. However, the implicit attitude test (IAT) used demonstrated the quite the opposite fact, 

that they did have automatic negative associations attached towards a certain group of minorities. 

Although they were unaware of their implicit negative responses are incapable of reporting them 

explicitly. Compared to the first reason, this act of opposite perception is regarded as an act of 

something being hidden from you. 

3.1.6.2. THE SOCIAL FACTOR 
 
Customer preferences are influenced not only by the products’ attributes, but by the social setting 

of the consumers, as well. It seems that consuming the same product that one’ uses as their peers, 

friends and family   is providing a sense of belongingness and identity (Janssen and Jager, 2001). 

Another factor affecting the change in customer preferences is the socialization effect makes 

consumer preferences to change due to interpersonal contact and it was shown that preferences 

change as a function of the proportion of people in the actor’s social network that actually 

consumes this product’ (Janssen and Jager, 2001). When there is a shift of agents within the 
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user’s social network towards consuming another product, the preference of the user for that 

particular product will follow, as well (Janssen and Jager, 2001). The social network is defined 

as the interaction between the consumers and learning about each others’ consumption behavior 

(Janssen and Jager, 2001). 

  

Consumer socialization theory 

 

In order to further explain the customer preference formation, the social dimension is the focal 

point of consideration because the consumer preferences and choice are influenced by the 

consumer’s own taste and through other consumers’ tastes. This implies that when the consumers 

belong to a certain group, they are often affected by the preferences of that group (Yang and 

Allenby, 2003). Moreover, the social effect on customer preferences formation argued in the 

consumer socialization theory offers a significant contribution towards the understanding of the 

social dimension in preference formation. Consumer socialization can be referred to as “ the 

process by which individual consumers learn skills, knowledge, and attitudes from others 

through communication, which then assist them in  functioning as consumers in the marketplace” 

(Ward, 1974 in Wang et al., 2012 pp. 198-199). Consumer socialization theory predicts that 

communication among consumers affects their cognitive, affective, and behavioral attitudes 

(Ward, 1974 cited in Wang et al, 2012). Consumer socialization takes place through socialization 

agents which are also described as peers, while the peer effect is regarded as an influencing 

factor in developing attitudes that contributes towards shaping customer preferences.  This effect 

can be noted through the consumer’s tendency to interact with peers about consumption matters, 

which has an influence over the attitudes towards products and services (Churchill and Moschis, 

1979; Mukhopadhyay and Yeung, 2010 as cited in Wang et al. 2012). 

This influence of peers is nowadays more significant because of the wide spread of social media. 

Scholarly work has argued three forms of consumer learning for attitudes, value, and skills 

through social media which are: modeling, reinforcement, and social interaction (Wang et al. 

2012). While each one of them represents a way of individual socialization, the modeling form, 

for example, explains the mechanism within which imitating or mimicking the socialization 

agent exists because the agent’s behavior appears meaningful or desirable to the learner. On the 

other hand, the reinforcement process entails the motive for adaptation (or not) of behaviors or 

intentions because of their consequences of either reward or punishment by the socialization 
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agent. This reinforcement can take place in a written form over the social media, which reflects a 

higher degree of frequency and hence a repeatedly occurring effect through the socialization 

agent (peer) which  influences the individual to buy or avoid buying a certain product, service or 

a brand  (Lueg and Finney, 2007 in Wang et al. 2012). In summary, in the course of the ongoing 

peer communication process, a consumer becomes socialized to adopt some product that is new 

to him or her. Peers (socialization agents) also provide models to be matched, rewards to be 

pursued, and punishment to be avoided. (Wang et al, 2012). 

Moreover, the peer effect on customer preferences formation occurs through establishing 

customer communities described by marketing scholars as brand tribes. McAlexander et al. 

(2002) argue the existence of different types of customer–brand relationship and brand 

community relations. They also propose a broader view of a customer centric brand community 

where the focal customer or the aforementioned socialization agent is the heart of a dynamic 

relation of a brand community which consists of the focal customer, other customers, brand, 

product, and marketers. This dynamic relation has a significant effect on the formation of 

customer preferences and can certainly emphasize the social influence on the formation of 

customer preferences.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Traditional Model of Customer Brand Relationship McAlexander et al. (2002) 
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Figure 6 Brand Community Triad Muniz and O’Guinn’s 2001 as cited in McAlexander et al. (2002) 

 

 

Figure 7 Customer-Centric Model of Brand Community McAlexander et al. (2002) 

 

 

The social influence on customer preferences can be seen in the effect of brand tribalism and 

brand reputation. According to past literature, brand reputation was perceived as the most 

important element in forming and sustaining customer relationships (Herbig and Milewic, 1995; 

Fombrun and Rindova, 2000). However, Veloutsou and Moutinho (2009) contradict these studies 

by suggesting in their research that ‘that brand tribalism is more important than brand reputation 

in the formation of relationships’ (p. 319). Thus, based on their results, the companies will be 
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faced with a challenge as the customer groups and interaction between brand fans is rapidly 

increasing ‘as they will be offering brands that will be develop their own character, over which 

the actual producer will have limited control’ (Veloutsou and Moutinho, 2009, p. 319).  This 

happens because of the reduced confidence the consumers have about the brands of producers or 

due to the growing trend of co-creation, i.e., ‘consuming and sharing the experience with others’ 

(Veloutsou and Mourinho, 2009, p. 320). The brand tribalism is similar to brand communities 

which look like associations, affiliations, access and forums for sharing experiences (Veloutsou 

and Moutinho, 2009, p. 319). In relation to the socialization effect perspective discussed in this 

thesis, Veloutsou and Mourinho’s (2009) provide three dimensions which suggest the importance 

of brand tribalism to the relationship between consumers within communities. These dimensions 

are reference group acceptance, social visibility of brand and collective memory (Veloutsou and 

Moutinho, 2009) and are referred to below: 

 

1. Reference group acceptance 

• I would buy this brand because I am sure that my friends approve of it 

• I am very loyal to this brand because my friends also use it 

• My friends buy this brand and I buy it too just because I want to be like them 

• I achieve a sense of belonging by buying the same brand my friends buy 

• I often discuss with friends about this brand 

 

2. Social Visibility of Brand 

• Wherever I go, this brand is present 

• I know of many people who own/use this brand 

• I know that people feel good about this brand 

 

3. Collective Memory 

• When my friends buy this product they consider this purchase 

• When my friends buy this product they choose this brand 

 

As a conclusion, organizations have to understand that ‘consumers themselves, not by a 

centralized source generate the know-how and content in these groups’.  In addition, they have a 

significant role as sources of knowledge and are thought as ‘potentially a new precursor of 
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radically new ways in which they may conduct consumption and presumption exchanges in the 

future’ (Veloutsou and Mourinho, 2009, p. 319). 

3.1.6.4 THE ADVERTISING FACTOR 
 
Advertising has been used and perceived in different ways. In its traditional meaning, the 

advertising is considered as a ‘communication process, a marketing process, an economic and 

social process, a public relations process or information and persuasion process’ (Arens, 1996 in 

Bolatito, 2012, p.1). From a functional perspective is seen as ‘a paid, non-personal 

communication through various media by business firms, non-profit organization, and 

individuals who are in some way identified in the advertising message and who hope to inform 

or persuade members of a particular audience’ (Dunn et al., 1978 in Bolatito, 2012, p. 1). Most 

of scholars perceive advertising as a tool to raise awareness, build knowledge about a particular 

product or service, and persuade a customer toward preferring a particular organization’s offer 

(Morden, 1991, Kotler, 1998 in Bolatito, 2012). In order to do this, the advertiser has to 

understand what the customer buying behavior and decision are and what the economic, social 

and psychological aspects are that management should take into account (Bolatito, 2012). The 

consumer behavior analysis focuses on ‘the direction that consumer behavior is likely to make 

and to give preferred trends in product development attributes of the alternative communication 

method’ (Bolatito, 2012, p.1). In addition, it regards the consumers as a variable that cannot be 

manipulated and who view the product or service through not only its physical characteristics, 

but also from its image perspective based on the social and psychological background (Bolatito, 

2012). Thus, the concern for the advertiser is whether the intended message is rightly conveyed 

to the customers, who are viewed as an active, involved participant in the communication 

process (Clow and Back, 2002 in Vivekananthan, 2010). 

Companies advertise their products or services in order to influence the consumer towards taking 

a decision that contributes towards the fulfillment of the corporate goals of the company. In order 

to do that, companies must understand customer preferences very well, and be able to utilize this 

understanding to construct their advertising campaigns based on cause- and- effect relation, 

where the advertising message aimed at consumers will either point out the compatibility 

between customer preferences and product or service features, or prioritize certain attributes to 

magnify their importance or lower the degree of customer price sensitivity (Chakravarti and 

Janiszewski, 2004). However, there are also instances where “decisions of consumers are made, 
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in the vast majority of cases, by people who are not perfectly informed on the technical aspect of 

the product they purchase” (Valente, 2000). 

 

The effect of advertising on customer preferences can be then distinguished into the following 

areas: 

 -  Matching product/service features with existing customer preferences 

 -  Encourage preferences elicitation 

 -  Categorization of preferences to facilitate the customer decision 

 - Manipulation to distract the customer from seeing the whole picture and being a rational 

consumer. 

 

According to Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (2011), preferences include more than three 

significant temporal dimensions. Future preferences might be distinct from present preferences 

due to their relata’s or the agent’s beliefs’ change regarding that particular relata. In addition, 

they can be alike because the agent's subjective assessment of the relata has changed, as well. 

Furthermore, future preferences could be different compared to present preferences because they 

are formed from a different perspective than present preferences are. 

3.1.7 DYNAMISM OF CUSTOMER PREFERENCES  
 

In order to further understand how this change occurs, several points like the customer 

preferences origins and formation (Kapteyn and Wansbeek, 1982), the psychological and socio-

psychological factors dimension of customer preferences (Janssen et Jager, 2001), how attributes 

are shaped and measured using common marketing research tools i.e. conjoint analysis (Jeon et 

al., 2010), and how preferences has a dynamic nature (Vag, 2007) will be argued.  Then try to 

examine if the dynamism has a significant effect over the incumbent mobile phone companies. 

Many scholars have held the opinion that preference change is a superficial perception, and that 

the primary preferences remain stable over time (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2011). 

However, there are at least four arguments to counterattack the effect of consumers' preferences 

being stable over time. First, many successful rationalizations of behavioral change have 

explained the empirical behavioral evidence as preference change. These rationalizations can be 

grouped into models of external influences and models of internal coherence (Stanford 

Encyclopedia of Philosophy). External influence models try to link general relations between 
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external events and agents' preference formations. They consist of, for instance, social imitation 

(Leibenstein, 1950 in Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2011), parental influence (Cavalli-

Sforza, 1973 in Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2011), habit formation (Pollack, 1976 in 

Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2011), or the effect of production patterns on consumption 

(Duesenberry, 1949 in Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2011). Internal coherence models 

set certain external influences as default, and model the preference change as a place for these 

external influences. They comprise of, for instance, the impact of ethnic values (Borjas, 1992), 

religious convictions (Iannaccone, 1990), or the effect of cognitive dissonance on preferences 

(Elster, 1982).  

A second case for preference change is based on the relationships between physiological changes 

and changes in behavior (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy). Variations in blood sugar 

levels, for example, are related to feeding behavior, sexual behavior fluctuates with hormonal 

changes, and behavioral patterns change with the growing age (Stanford Encyclopedia of 

Philosophy). Their important characteristic is that these relationships are not fixed and each of 

these behavioral changes can be defended against. Thus, it is reasonable to include these possible 

physiological effects as instinctive preferences in the general preference framework, and to treat 

the related physiological changes as linked to preference changes (Stanford Encyclopedia of 

Philosophy). 

 

Third, individuals have reflective evidence for their own preferences changing over years 

(Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy). The preferred activities of a child are changed with new 

joys as they become adults. An example is the experience of Shakespeare's Benedick: “…but 

doth not the appetite alter? A man loves the meat in his youth that he cannot endure in his age” 

(Much ado about nothing Act II, Scene III) (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy). According to 

Russell (1992) in Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (2011), during the adult life, one is 

surmounted by abrupt and drastic changes of preference. The most prevalent example is when it 

comes to love (Russel, 1992). To claim that is our perceptions that only different activities 

change is argued to be odd (Russel, 1992). Interpretations in regard of preference change are 

much more in line with how we instinctively infer our experiences of such changes (Russel, 

1992). 
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Last, some concepts like taste refinement or self-restraint cannot be grasped without a notion of 

real preference change (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy). In particular, self-restraint entails 

that the motivational elements of one's self might change, for instance, through maturation or 

social influence (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy). Hence, one can and should map one's 

future self by cutting appetites or by crafting the surroundings in ways that influence one's 

preferences (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy). 

 

Dahlan and Situngkir (2010) state that ‘in economic choice, an economic product is a 

“measurement object” and consumer preference becomes a “measurement device”(p.n.d.) ‘. This 

implies that economic products and consumer preference change over time dynamically (Dahlan 

and Situngkir, 2010). Considering the factors that establish which alternatives consumers choose 

and whether they make rather than defer buying decisions is vital for the growth of marketing 

strategies (Novemski et al., 2007).  

A key input of behavioral decision research has been to create the concept of constructed 

preferences, i.e., the belief that consumer preferences are undefined and they are created in the 

process of making a choice (Novemski et al., 2007). 

 

The metacognitive experiences are important factors that affect and occur during the construction 

of preferences. Dhar and Simonson (2003) in Novemski et al. (2007) introduce the concept of 

‘preference fluency’ in explaining the actions taken during the purchase transaction. They define 

preference fluency as ‘the subjective feeling of ease or difficulty experienced while making a 

decision’ and ‘how this fluency affects two well-known choice phenomena: deferral and 

compromise’ (Dhar and Simonson, 2003 in Novemski et al., 2007, pp.347). Previous scholarly 

research has confirmed that both purchase deferral and choice of the compromise option are 

results of complexity connected to making trade-offs among particular characteristics of the 

provided alternatives (Dhar, 1997; Kivetz et al., 2004; Simonson, 1989; Tversky and Shafir 1992 

in Novemski et al., 2007).  

 

3.1.7.1 PREFERENCES TRAJECTORIES 
 

Preference trajectories can be identified as cycles of incremental and discontinuous change in 

preferences (Tripsas, 2007). The concept of preference trajectories suggests that technological 
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changes whether they were incremental or discontinuities are triggered by preference 

discontinuities. By suggesting this concept, Tripsas (2007) challenged the assumption of 

relatively static view of preferences in scholarly work (Christensen and Rosenbloom, 1995; 

Christensen and Bower, 1996; Christensen, 1997; Adner and Levinthal, 2001; Adner, 2002 in 

Tripsas, 2007)  

Based on a study of the evolution of customer preferences and technology in the typesetter 

industry over a 100- year period (Tripsas, 2007), a range of factors were identified and argued to 

have a role in driving preference discontinuities: 

 Shifts in socio-political environment like regulatory change, legislation, or other 

exogenous shocks.  Interdependencies of product on other products in a broader modular 

system which can enforce different functionalities or requirements.  

 The change in customers over time, including the number of customers and the complex 

nature of their requirements. 

 The attempts by companies to shape customer preferences through advertising and media 

to encourage customers to pay for certain attributes. 

 

Table 2 Customer Preferences Discontinuities Tripsas (2007) 

 

It was argued that the changes in customer concepts may re-open certain items on the technical 

agenda (Clark, 1985 in Tripsas, 2007, p.246). This means that customers would have an active 

and not a passive role in determining the desired change in technology.  
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There are four dimensions through which preferences could be discontinuous, best described 

through the table 3 that provides an overview about the preference trajectories  

 

Table 3 Overview of Preference Trajectories (Tripsas, 2007) 

 
 

We can distinguish 4 ways from the above table which explains the varying dimensions of 

demand and what happens in the case of both incremental changes in preferences and preference 

discontinuity.  

 The first dimension of demand is relevant attributes, where the customers through 

incremental change of preferences evaluate products based on a stable set of attributes, or 

consider new attributes in evaluating a product which results in a preference 

discontinuity.  

 The second dimension is relative to the performance requirements for an attribute, where 

incremental changes in preferences happen if there is the minimum performance 

requirements remain constant. While if the minimum performance requirements increase 

or decrease radically, this indicates a preference discontinuity might be taking place.  

 The third dimension is related to the maximum valued performance for an attribute, 

where incremental change in preferences indicates the marginal utility of an attribute 

approaches zero remain relatively constant. While on the other hand preference 

discontinuity occurs if there is a change in the maximum valued performance of an 

attribute. An example of this can be if the customer has determined the maximum value 

they expect from a mobile phone camera can be offered through a 15 mega pixels camera 

in a mobile phone, that is the maximum valued performance of an attribute, as long as the 

15 mega pixels acknowledged by customers is still valuable and valid by customers, then 
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its probably an incremental change of preferences only. However, if customers decided 

for any reason that the new maximum valued performance for this attribute is 30 mega 

pixels, this represents a preference discontinuity based on the radically changed 

maximum value performance of an attribute dimension.  

 Relative preference for attributes, when it remains stable, it is indeed an incremental 

change of preferences, however, when the relative preference for attributes changes 

radically, then that’s when a preference discontinuity occurs. 

 

3.1.8. PREFERENCES AS MEMORY (PAM) AND FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS  
 

Hauser et al. (2002) argue that one’s introspective insight about their preferences demonstrate 

that consumers’ preferences alter as they assess information about existing automotive products. 

These variations are important to the process of new product development. The majority of 

product development decisions are linked closely to the voice of the customer and there is 

confirmations that paying attention to the consumer guides to success (e.g., Callahan and Lasry, 

2004; Cooper and Klein-Schmidt, 1987; Griffin and Hauser, 1993; Hauser, 2001; Montoya-

Weiss and Calantone, 1994 in Hauser et al., 2002). Traditional techniques to gain information on 

consumer preferences are focus groups and qualitative interviews. These methods ask consumers 

straightforwardly about their preferences. Other specific methods are more-formal quantitative 

research such as virtual-customer methods and conjoint analysis (e.g., Dahan and Hauser 2002; 

Green and Srinivasan, 1990; Moore at al., 1999; Pullman et al., 2002 in Hauser et al., 2002). 

According to Urban and Hauser (2004) in Hauser et al., (2002) “General Motors (GM) alone 

spends tens of millions of dollars each year searching for new needs combinations and studying 

needs combinations when they have been identified’’ (p. 73). 

In instances of consumers’ preferences changing (then enduring) after judging deeply about their 

preferences (self-reflection), products crafted after preferences stated before the self-reflection 

might not be the reflection of consumers’ true preferences. The meaning of true preferences is 

the preferences consumers employ to take decisions after a thorough and detailed assessment of 

the products that offered on the market. There is a probability that some preference-measurement 

techniques are more receptive to self-reflection than others. It is also possible that some methods 

are best used only after self-reflection is induced (Hauser et al., 2002). 
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Furthermore, Hauser at al. (2002) investigates whether the self-reflection affects or not insights 

gain with diverse preference elicitation methods. Facts propose that a traditional method, where 

consumers are asked to express their preferences, is prone to self-reflection. Expressed 

preferences alter and are precise after self-reflection is stimulated. Conversely, other methods, 

such as conjoint-analysis-like techniques and Casemap, themselves provoke self-reflection. The 

main claim describes an automotive study where consumers give assessment of vehicles on 53 

aspects (a feature-level). In addition, another study refers to a Hong Kong mobile phones case 

which confirms the results of the automotive study and reveals an obtrusive experience. Thus, 

consumers’ ability to express their preferences before self-reflection hinders their capacity to 

state their preferences after the self-reflection process (Hauser et al. 2002). 

3.1.9. PREFERENCE MEASUREMENT  
 

Nowadays, a wide range of techniques for preference measurement are accessible. Regarding the 

nature of data used, these techniques can be group into two sets: survey data-based approaches 

and behavioral data-based approaches. 

Survey data-based methods generally are based on interviewing respondents, either by ways of 

traditional paper-and-pencil or online questionnaires (Decker and Trusov, 2010). Besides self-

explicated methods, which rely on the direct elicitation of preferences for individual product 

attributes, conjoint analysis (e.g., Sawtooth's Adaptive Conjoint Analysis or choice-based 

conjoint analysis) is considered to be the most extensive group of methods, especially for 

classifying and assessing new product concepts (Sattler and Hensel-Börner, 2003; Jiao et al., 

2007; Giesen et al, 2007 in Decker and Trusov, 2010). 

The issue of which techniques are suitable for determining preferences for complex products has 

been highly debated in the marketing literature. Many scholars have argued that the use of 

traditional full-profile conjoint analysis could be realistic for such products (Pullman, Dodson 

and Moore, 1999 in Scholz et al., 2010). However, one drawback is the questionnaire length, 

which expands as the numbers of attributes and attribute levels increase, as well. Recently, 

choice-based conjoint analysis has grown to be a frequently used method to determine 

preferences. Although scholars have effectively applied traditional full- profile choice based 

conjoint analysis to complex product assessment tasks, containing more than 20 attributes, others 

underlie that respondents are effortlessly exposed to the problem of information surplus when 

using full-profile incentives (Green and Srinivasan, 1990 in Scholz et al, 2010). 
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The effect of all the three dimensions on the incumbent firm position this thesis reviewed in the 

former theoretical part can therefore be summarized in Table 4: 

 

Table 4 Customer- company role in incumbent’s firm position Kandeel and Sali (2013)  

 

 

 

Chapter III presented the theoretical framework used in this thesis which included literature the 

incumbent firm, and the three dimensions which represented different perspectives through 

which the incumbent firm’s position can be discussed, namely the technological, the design-

driven, and finally the customer dimension which is the dimension of choice by the authors to 

conduct this study reflected through the perspective of customer preferences. Accordingly, 

detailed information about of the customer preferences were presented including customer 

preferences definition, customer preferences formation, customer preferences dynamism, and 

preference measurement.  
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4. Chapter IV  

 4.1. EMPIRICAL FRAMEWORK 
 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the empirical framework of the thesis through first 

presenting industry level information, and the emergence of smartphone industry, the 

convergence of mobile telephony, internet services and personal computing, then introduce 

Nokia company, then include the customer reviews which will be presented extensively in this 

chapter through quotes from user reviews, data representation through graphical materials, 

charts, and tables.  

4.1.1. EMERGENCE OF SMARTPHONE INDUSTRY-THE CONVERGENCE OF MOBILE 
TELEPHONY, INTERNET SERVICES, AND PERSONAL COMPUTING  
 

According to Charlesworth (2009) the smartphone evolved from the convergence of the PDA 

(Personal Digital Asisstant) and the mobile phone. In the early phase, the PDAs were personal 

and portable organizers, which could store contact information and a to-do list, and synchronize 

with a computer. Afterwards, the PDAs were equipped with wireless connectivity and were able 

to send emails. On the other hand, cell phones were designed to make just calls and later they 

were enabled to have messages sending features and more PDA-like features, as well. Thus, the 

smartphone was the result of the combination between a cell phone and a PDA, ‘a device that 

lets you make telephone calls, but also adds in features that, in the past, you would have found 

only on a personal digital assistant or a computer--such as the ability to send and receive e-mail 

and edit Office documents, for example’ (Cassavoy, n.d). 

Nowadays, it seems that network and software have influenced the users’ experience and 

analysts predict the Web convergence between mobile and desktop platforms to happen in the 

near future. From the consumer perspective, they argue that smartphones will be competing with 

desktop computers in terms of the Internet applications (for example, Safari browser used by 

Apple and Nokia). 
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From the consumer point of view, there are also predictions in terms of interchangeability 

between a smartphone and the consumer electronics ‘ecosystem’ (set-top box, games console 

and PC) with technologies and standards facilitating the process.  

On the opposite side of the frontline, other analysts argue that smartphone manufacturers will 

focus more on entertainment rather than communication. In this sense, consumers will purchase 

a camera, or a music player, or a portable games console which is also a phone.   

In addition, as connectivity becomes more a given feature, the consumer smartphone is predicted 

to become diffused in other devices and products.   

4.2. MOBILE PHONE INDUSTRY AND COMPANIES- LEADING COMPANIES  
 
• Characteristics of the mobile phone industry 

• Evolution of the industry 

• Convergence of an ecosystem (different technologies blended together) 

• Factors affecting the mobile phone (external and internal)  

According to Giachetti and Marchi (2010), the mobile phone industry is defined as a complex 

ecosystem, formed by four main groups of players: 1) mobile network operators, 2) original 

equipment manufacturers (OEMs), 3) OEMs’ suppliers and 4) mobile phone independent 

retailers. Mobile network operators are dealing with attracting paying customers to services on 

their networks, by buying mobile handsets from OEM manufacturers and commercialize them 

under their own brand. The OEM manufacturers can also sell their mobile handsets to 

independent retailer chains. Thus, the consumers can purchase the handsets either from network 

operators’ retail channels or from independent retail chains. Apart from in-house production of 

handsets, the OEMs can choose to outsource different activities to third parties, i.e. suppliers of 

components (chips, software, operating systems), EMS (electronic manufacturing service 

providers) which assemble electronic components and devices on behalf of OEMs and ODMs 

(independent contractors developing prototypes and selling them to OEMs, who in turn market 

them with their brand name (Giachetti and Marchi, 2010). 

According to Carral and Kajanto (2008), the mobile phone industry witnessed great changes 

from many perspectives. These changes were in”technology innovation, in customer needs and 
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ever changing environments” (p.25), as well as “competitors, marketing alliances, new market 

products, availability of resources, corporate acquisitions, government regulations” (p. 241). 

Furthermore, McCray et al. (2011) argue that the convergence of the internet sites offering 

content such as news, financial analysis, lectures, music and video, smart phones, and software 

applications that transmits the content to the smart phone has been considered an important 

factor in the competitive landscape. Today the industry of mobile phone consists of powerful 

international competitors such as Nokia, Apple, Samsung and other smaller players as well (Data 

Line, 2012). Among these rivals, Nokia has become the dominant mobile handset producer and 

has been the unchallenged leader in the industry (Data Line, 2012). However, despite its strong 

sales of lower-end handsets in the developing countries, its share of the global market has 

steadily declined from 60% of all handsets to 30% in 2010 (Kenney and Pon, 2011). According 

to Kenney and Pon (2011), there were many reasons that were responsible with Nokia’s global 

market share decline. They claim that one of the reasons was its platform Symbian, once the 

dominant OS for the approximately 60% of all smart phones at the end of 2007, in 2010 

accounted for only 37% of all smart phones. The Symbian consortium was created in 1998 

between the three largest mobile handsets at that time, namely Nokia, Ericsson and Motorola 

with the goal of developing a smart phone specific operating system which would have been 

freely licensed-open source standard-to other handsets makers (Kenney and Pon, 2011).  Nokia’s 

strategy was to avoid the threat of standard changing in the industry and to ensure its continued 

dominance (Kenney and Pon, 2011).  However, not long after the distribution of its operating 

system as open source network, Nokia decided to abandon it in favor of a new OS called Meego, 

which was collaboration with Intel’s Moblin projects in 2010. Yet, another strategic decision in 

terms of operating system was dropping the Meego in favor of WP7 one year later, in 2011 

(Kenney and Pon, 2011). Another reason of Nokia’s decline argued by Kenney and Pon (2011) 

was the rising competition from Asian countries, especially from Korea. Samsung and LG were 

successful in developing different technologies from Western countries and following a low-cost 

mass production strategy. The direct competition from Apple through its iPhone can be 

considered maybe the turning point in the drop of Nokia’s market share, based on the argument 

of Kenney and Pon (2011). Apple provided an outstanding design excellence for its iPhone and 

at the time of its release revolutionized the concept of a mobile phone. According to Kenney and 

Pon (2011), apart from its design, the major success factor was the multitude of applications and 

media content that enabled users the unique experience of connecting and interacting with each 
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other, thus creating a “ dynamic software-based supplier ecosystem” (p.247). McCray et al. 

(2010) think of whether the threat of the convergence of mobile Internet could have been 

altogether avoided. They argue that Nokia would have prevented the attack of Apple if Nokia 

have adopted a “positive transformational leadership” (p. 241) in crisis management. Based on 

McCray et al. (2010), Nokia was analyzed through four steps, different in intensity and length: 1) 

preliminary crisis stage, 2) acute crisis stage, 3) chronic crisis stage and 4) crisis resolution stage. 

McCray et al. (2010) argue that Nokia, in the first phase, it should have been recognizing the 

early warning and the possible threat when Apple introduced the iPod in 2002 and provided 

iTunes free to all computer users. Although difficult to predict it, no steps whatsoever were taken 

by Nokia to counterattack this initiative. Furthermore, the authors claim that the acute crisis stage 

was characterized by the dominance of Apple, by sales of smart phones using the iTunes 

platform, iPhone and applications. To deal with the crisis at this point, Nokia developed the Ovi 

store which did provide content-free applications for only Nokia phones users. At this stage, the 

management leadership should have been looking at areas to respond next in order to prevent 

further damage. Regarding its present position within the crisis, McCray et al. (2010) assert that 

Nokia finds itself in the chronic stage where it tries to recruit highly qualified senior level 

technology employees. In addition, McCray et al. (2010) argue that it is in  great disadvantage 

because of not being located in the Silicon Valley where most of the skilled ones are and also of 

not being able to match Apple’s technological superiority of the iPhone, iTunes internet platform 

and software applications that deliver digital content to the iPhone. This stage usually is a period 

of recovery, self analysis, self-doubt and or healing when the management is trying to figure out 

the reasons behind the crisis eruption (McCray et al., 2010). Finally, McCray et al. (2010) 

maintains that the crisis resolution stage should be a phase where Nokia focuses the crisis into a 

transformational opportunity. At the end, McCray et al. (2010) advise Nokia to meditate on how 

it can exit from the chronic stage and solve this crisis as soon as possible.      

4.2.1. LG Electronics, Inc.  
 
According to Market line (2012), LG Electronics is among the global leaders in mobile 

communications, consumer electronics and home appliances. Its production facilities are based 

all around the world in: North America, South and Centtral America, Middle East, Africa and 

Asia-Pacific. 
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The LG company manages four business units: mobile communications, home entertainment, 

home appliance and air conditioning and energy solutions. Due to the high fixed costs and the 

need to invest in new technologies in the global mobile phones market, LG had to diversify its 

operations and manufacture an array of consumer products (Market line, 2012). 

The mobile communication segment provides an array of handset phones and laptops through 

its LG Electronics Mobile Communications Company subsidiary. 

Its home entertainment segment is managed by LG Home Entertainment Company, which 

supplies the market with plasma TVs, home theater system, commercial display and hospitality 

tv, etc.) . 

Through its LG Home Entertainment Company subsidiary, the home appliance segment offers a 

wide range of products, such as: washing machines, dish washers, refrigerators, vacuum 

cleaners, cooking appliances, etc. For the air conditioning segment, the LG AE subsidiary 

provides residential and commercial air cooling systems and solutions. 

Finally, its energy solutions segment offers air conditioners, solar energy and lightning for the 

solar energy and green lightning solutions sector.  

4.2.2. SAMSUNG 
 
Samsung Group is one of the South Korea’s leading conglomerate, with a wide range of 

operations in industries including, such as electronics, financial services, chemicals and 

infrastructure (Data Monitor, 2008).  

The group's operations are divided into three business segments: digital media and 

communications, device solutions, and others (corporate headquarters, institute of technology) 

(Market line, 2012). 

The telecommunications segment provides mobile phones, network systems, MP3 players, 

computers, etc. 

The digital media segment manufactures and provides products such as digital TVs, audio visual 

devices and printers. Furthermore, it offers a range of digital home appliances, like: refrigerators, 

washers, ovens, etc. 

In 2010, Samsung Electronics merged with Samsung Digital Imaging, one of its affiliated 

company (Market line, 2012). 
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4.2.3. APPLE  
 
Apple provides a wide range of products such as Macintosh (Mac) computing systems, iPods 

line of portable digital music and video players, iPhone handsets (Market line, 2012) 

Based on the Market line (2012) report, the company operates in nine business segments:  

iPhone and related product and services (comprise Apple-branded and third-party iPhone 

accessories), iPad and related product and services (consist of Apple-branded and third-party 

iPad accessories), other music related products and services (includes iTunes Store, App 

Store, iBookstore), desktops (iMac, Mac Pro, xServe product lines) software, service and other 

net sales (include sales from the Mac App Store, third-party Mac software, internet services, 

etc.), hardware and peripherals (wireless connectivity, networking solutions, etc.), portables 

(Mac hardware product lines). 

4.3. MARKET TRENDS 
 
According to the research conducted by the consultancy company Gartner, the worldwide market 

of mobile phones, including smartphones has reached sales to end users 1.75 billion units in 

2012 (see Table 5), a 1.7 percent decline from 2011 sales (Gartner.com, 2013). The smartphones 

sales totaled 207.7 million units, a 38.3 % increase from the same period last year (see Table 6). 

Table 5 Worldwide mobile phone sales to end users by vendor in 2012 Gartner (February, 2013) 
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Nokia was an early pioneer in smart phones and for very long the dominant player in the 

smartphone industry. A rapid change has occurred and Nokia’s dominance is not just threatened 

but it is also lost to other competitors. During its position as the global leader in smart phone 

sales, Nokia had a lot of knowledge about the industry and would thus be prepared for the 

upcoming battle of the consumers. They did however not meet the new needs from the consumer 

and the decline in market share was inevitable. Nokia was an early pioneer in smart phones and 

for very long the dominant player in the Smartphone industry. As seen it is seen in Table 1, 

Nokia’s 2012 market share percentage declined to 19.1%, down from 23.8 % in 2011. According 

to the same Gartner report, although Nokia continues to focus on their Lumia smartphones, 

analysts advise Nokia to ‘build on momentum  around Asha in 2013 by adding devices and apps 

to further enhance its overall value proposition, and doing so, moving up the price slightly to 

achieve better margins breaching the gap left by Symbian’.  

Table 6 Worldwide smartphone sales Gartner (February, 2013) 

 

There were many interpretations done by the market analysts and researchers about the factors 

which contributed to the decline of Nokia. Some of them argued that the decline of its market 

share was due to internal managerial capabilities and the others to the growing global 

competition. 

4.4. NOKIA 
 
Founded by Fredrik Idestam, a local businessman in 1865 as a paper mill business on 

Nokiavirtan River and then incorporated into a rubber company, Nokia is today Finland’s best 
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known mobile technology provider. From 1960s and onwards, the company starts to be involved 

in electronic and telecommunications systems sector, manufacturing and selling radio telephones 

and mainframe computers. However, the real turning point in Nokia’s product strategy is the 

1990s, when they focus on telecommunications as their core products/services. However, in the 

beginning of the same years, a logistics crisis tested the company’s endurance in the 

telecommunication sector. During the 2003-2004, Nokia started to face another crisis related to 

its incapacity to read the customer demand correctly (Lynch, 2006). This failure was due to its 

inability to keep pace with its competitors who introduced ‘clam shell’ folding designs and mid-

price photo imaging screens that instantly become very popular for the customers. The critics 

speculated that the reasons for this reluctance to adopt the new change in demand were firstly 

due to the Nokia’s economies of scale being unfit for producing the new design mobile phones 

and, secondly, due to their unwillingness to reduce its profit margins that could lead to its 

reduction. However, after much thinking, they eventually decided to go along with adopting the 

new design mobile phones and take a loss in their market share in order to outdo the competitors. 

As of 2007, Nokia’s business operations are organized around four business segments: mobile 

phones, Nokia Siemens Networks, multimedia and enterprise solutions (Data Monitor, 2008) 

The mobile phones segment provides a large array of mobile phone devices with voice and data 

capabilities and it targets high-volume sales of mainstream mobile devices. Design, brand, ease 

of use and price are the most important features that customers want and the products are 

equipped with mega-pixel cameras and music players (Data Monitor, 2008). 

The midrange products have a balance between price, functionality and price. Among other 

features, these products are enhanced with mega-pixel cameras, music players and navigation 

functionality.  

The entry-level products of Nokia are low cost and are offered in cooperation with local mobile 

operators. The markets for these products are those which have potential for growth and where 

mobile penetration levels are low. 

The Nokia Siemens Network (NSN) is a joint venture company established together with 

Siemens in 2007 (Data Monitor, 2008). This cooperation supplies wireless and fixed network 

infrastructure, communications, networks service platforms, and professional services to 

operators and service providers. NSN operates in six business segments: radio access, converged 
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core, IP transport, operations and business software, broadband access and services (Data 

Monitor, 2008). 

The multimedia segment provides mobile phones with multimedia capabilities with mobile 

multimedia computers and applications with connectivity over multiple technology standards 

(Data Monitor, 2008). The company’s strategy is to promote multimedia computers as a device 

of choice for users to create and share online communities (Data Monitor, 2008). The N series 

phones are designed for this purpose. 

The enterprise solutions segment provides a wide array of products and solutions, such as 

enterprise grade mobile devices (Nokia E-series phones), security infrastructure, software and 

services for business and IT department users (Data Monitor, 2008). 

4.2.1.1. NOKIA CUSTOMERS PHONE REVIEWS 

4.2.1.1.1 READING GUIDELINES  
 

 The empirical part consists of the empirical description and the table summaries, charts of 

reviews for each mobile phone model during the years 2002-2010 included in the section 

Nokia Customers Phone Reviews, for a precise understanding of empirical part, it is 

recommended that the reader read both as integral part of the empirical section of this 

thesis. Moreover, the original user review tables of 160 pages were included in the 

database tables to be provided to the reader upon request if the reader desires to review 

the detailed user reviews.   

 The reader is advised to differentiate between the release date for the phone and the 

review date, the data acquired is 100 phone reviews from oldest to newest regardless of 

the user review date, it was observed that user reviews are sometimes based on pre-

release information about the mobile phone, which includes phone specifications, phone 

pictures, and sometimes demos, customers found to make pre-judgments about phones 

based on this kind of data, without having necessarily used the mobile phone they wrote a 

review about, as it could be observed when writing the empirical part.  

 To facilitate reading through collected user reviews and the observation of user attributes 

and preferences through them, the observation is going to be marked in bold letters in all 

the tables.  
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 The review data include four columns, where column number 1 represents the user name 

or nickname as displayed over www.gsmarena.com, column 2 includes the comments 

of the user about the observed attribute, column 3 is the positive count and it indicates if 

the attribute observed was referred to as positive through the user review it will be 

marked with number 1, and column 4 entitled negative count indicates if the attribute was 

referred to as negative.  

 

 Attribute value 1 is interpreted as an existence of a user opinion agreeing positively or 

negatively with a particular attribute in the mobile phone depending on the column it was 

placed; for example if the attribute observed was the availability of Wi-Fi, where Wi-Fi 

was unavailable in the observed phone, and the user review indicated the user stated 

directly or indirectly feeling negative about the absence of the attribute Wi-Fi then   

number 1 will be displayed in the column of negative count. Where if the user showed no 

particular attitude towards the absence of the attribute in this case whether it was positive  

or negative, then the numbers 0-0 will be displayed in the two columns positive and 

negative count respectively, for example a user asking about the price of a phone.  

 

 The implicit attribute table has those user attitudes which can show negative or positive 

rank but without referring to any explicit attribute relevance, for example in Nokia 6100 

phone review in the table of implicit user attributes, the user Joe Han writes “I love Nokia 

!!! You Give the best”. In this case, a count will be added to the positive count, yet still 

the reason is not relevant to the disclosure or count of a particular attribute. 

 For transparency purposes, the empirical part of this thesis kept the reviews in their 

original written text without language correction with limited censorship of offensive 

language for the purpose of maintaining the integrity of an academic paper.  

 Customer preferences are represented through the collection of attributes observed in the 

user reviews, including the implicit attribute.  

 Display is refered to as Touch Screen in some phone models.  

 Design in the user reviews refers to the visual design.  

http://www.gsmarena.com/
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4.2.1.1.2 THE JOURNEY 
 
 

 
An image of a time machine; source www.nationalgeographic.com  

 

In an exciting journey, similar to a journey one would go in a time machine, the empirical part of 

this study takes the reader back to the past. In the departure trip, back until the year 2002 to 

observe parts of reality, which kind of mobile phones people used and how did they feel about 

them, what did they like and dislike about them, all to grasp an insight into this inner world of 

1100 customers which reflects the customer preferences. Then on the return flight there will be 

stops, each stop represents a year of a phone release, all the way back to the year 2012, the reader 

will get to observe if changes took place for each phone because customers wanted them to do 

so.  

The empirical part will try to observe customer expressions in the reviews they wrote about 

Nokia mobile phones, their features, their value, the desired and undesired attributes where 

attributes and customer responses and interactivity, with them makes foundation of customer 

preferences, and how much Nokia was able to give customers what they need. Also to observe if 

customer preferences were static, or rather dynamic for such a complex consumer products like 

the mobile phones. 

 

 

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/
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Arrival point 

Nokia 6100 

Release year 2002 

Units sold 15 millions  

 

                                         Source: www.gsmarena.com  

Here we are, in the year 2002 which was the release year of Nokia 6100. Nokia 6100 sold 15 

million units. One hundred reviews were gathered from www.gsmarena.com in an ascending 

order from the oldest to the newest where physical features provided by Nokia were discussed by 

users, and users voluntarily expressed what these features made them feel of comfort or 

discomfort, what did they like or dislike, what they wished for of features to have or be removed, 

and if the phone enabled them to enjoy the experiences they were looking for, and if not, what 

should have changed in this phone, according to them, the customers, which kind of new 

attributes they were looking for, and which kind of existing attributes they were unhappy with.  

With the price being the most discussed attribute among user reviews where it accounted for 16 

counts among the user reviews for Nokia 6100 (check table 6100-1 price attribute in Database 

Tables). It could be observed through repeated inquires about the price e.g Guenter Kerlin user 

posted a review asking about the price “Hello Please can you tell me the price of this mobile 

telephone 6100? Thank you very much. G. Kerlin”. So did the user Wieege “When is this going 

to be available in the UK and how much is 600 Euros in English?” As the observation of  the 

user reviews for this model continued, more and more of reviews were relevant to price; “does 

anyone know the "would be" selling price of this unit in the Philippines? kindly email me at  

ponciofellatio@my.smart.com.ph” and user Quinton “Holy Sh**...this phone looks incredible...if 

I had the cash I defintely be bying it...all the features plus the weight factor makes it a winner.” 

Some of the users referred to the price attribute in a positive manner with regards to this phone 

model, IT 4 Mobile a user nickname mentioned in the review that he wrote “I have reserved the 

Nokia 6100 wich comes in few days. Actually the price is 511€ tax free in Belgium. I pay for 

 

http://www.gsmarena.com/
http://www.gsmarena.com/
mailto:ponciofellatio@my.smart.com.ph
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quality and i know this. In few monthes, the price will be more democratic... as always. You're 

not obliged to purchase this new Nokia model for now!! There are many kind of models on the 

market! But for my opinion, this is THE phone of the moment... just for my opinion! Signing: a 

phones consummer (Motorolla, Nokia, Sony, Siemens, ...). Scuse me for my poor english, i have 

a pocket dictionnary ;-)”.  

While others wished the price would be lower e.g user speedfreak wrote “the price is too high for 

this kind of phone. It doesn't equipped with radio... just a waste of money if we buy this phone 

just because of its nice design and small size. In my opinion, function is more important than 

fashion.”  Another user with the nickname Annonymous wrote” nokia's slogan: "pay more for 

less", also ThanhHuong wrote” Iam vey like Nokia 6100 but Iam not enough money buy it.”  

The study of user reviews compared the count of users who thought the price attribute was 

acceptable to the count of those who thought the price was high, and the neutral count (reflected 

through 0-0 counts for both positive and negative counts as mentioned previously in reading 

guidelines of this study). Thus it can be observed according to the reviews that many users could 

have a positive opinion if the price for this phone was less.  

In a similar manner to the discussed above, the user preferences for Nokia 6100 discussed many 

other attributes like design where different user reviews are present; some of those reviews 

indicated positive customer opinion about the design attribute in their comments i.e. the user 

(zubez amla) wrote: “wkd phone. definitely gonna purchase it. one of the best designs from 

nokia yet” while the user (Mike zeis) wrote “It is beautiful outside - beautiful inside!!!”  (13 

reviews) while others indicated negative customer opinion about design attribute i.e. the user 

chris Mitchell wrote “Not too sure about the design and the inbox coloour” (1 review) where the 

neutral reviews accounted for 1 opinion only in the user (Anonymous) as he wrote “this looks 

alot simillar to 6510 with light blue housing”, this it can be observed that the majority of user 

reviews liked the design of this phone. (Check table 6100-2 design attribute in Database Tables). 

The discussion about attributes continues in user reviews about Nokia 6100, with display 

attribute being observed, it can be noted that 12 reviews were positive about the display, 3 

reviews had negative opinions about the display of Nokia 6100, and 1 user had a neutral opinion 

about the display (check table 6100-3 display attribute in Database Tables for detailed reviews 

about the display).  
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The radio attribute reviews showed different opinions, 9 reviews were negative i.e. the user 

(Yupperz) wrote “(I do like those FM equipped models however.)” and wished the phone had an 

FM radio also the user (IT 4 MOBILE) wrote “This model doesn't have radio feature”, while the 

user (speedfreak) wrote “It doesn't equipped with radio... just a waste of money if we buy this 

phone just because of its nice design and small size.”, and 3 reviews were neutral about the 

attribute i.e. the user (Ben) wrote “Though there is no FM radio, but it's not the essential thing 

for me” (check table 6100-4 radio attribute in Database Tables for details about user reviews 

regarding the radio attribute).  

On another note, the size and weight attribute had 18 positive reviews i.e the user (Ed) wrote” I 

can't believe the weight... All I believe is that the latest range of phones has put Nokia back on 

top of the throne of mobile phone companies...” also the user(Pocketphone) wrote” This is what 

I've been waiting for! SMALL and features. Who wants to carry a brick around?” also the user 

(Quinton) wrote” plus the weight factor makes it a winner.” As we can see, users expressed they 

like the weight and size of this phone, but 1 user had negative opinion about the size and weight 

of Nokia 6100 where the user (noname) wrote ”and move expensive... because? its smaller? 

that's a lot of nonsense”, however, this attribute did not have any neutral user reviews (check 

table 6100-5 size/weight attribute in Database Tables).  

Moreover, the MMS attribute had 1 positive review i.e. where the user (Nokia fan) wrote” 

Third thing is that you can send high quality images through MMS”, 2 negative reviews i.e. 

where the user (Chi man) wrote” MMS? What MMS!!! the phone wont let u add sound to the 

messages” also the user (swod) wrote “This phone came without datacable, without software 

(logically) and without camera => what the use of MMS then??? “, and no neutral reviews 

(check table 6100-6 MMS attribute in Database Tables).  

The picture phone book attribute counted no positive or neutral reviews at all, while 3 reviews 

counted negative for this attribute i.e. the user (vizmi) wrote “My problem is that you cannot 

assign downloaded images or ring tones to the groups in the 6610, just the originals. Is this 

changed in the 6100?” also the user (Morphues) wrote “it doesn't have a picture phonebook!!! 

NOKIA GIVE US UPDATE WITH PICTURE PHONEBOOK!!!!“ (check table 6100-7 picture 

phone book attribute in Database Tables). 
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While the bluetooth attribute had no positive reviews and 3 negative reviews i.e. the user (IT 4 

MOBILE) wrote ”For guys who don't want to buy it cause this model doesn't have bluetooth 

feature” also the user (Azerty) wrote “No bluetooth...?! Worthless then I'd say”, and 1 neutral 

review where the user (Bas) wrote”I have had Bluetooth, but couldn't do anything with it.”. 

(Check table 6100-8 blue tooth attribute in Database Tables). 

Also the keypad attribute had 7 positive reviews i.e. the user (Anonymous) wrote” much better 

keypad” also the user (Ben) wrote” A very ergonomic keypad (much better than the 7210).” 

While the user (Yupperz) wrote “because it has more usable buttons & keypad.”, 2 negative 

reviews i.e. the user (david) wrote ”the back light behind the keys is USELESS can't see the 

letters in low light.” and no neutral reviews (check table 6100-9 key pad attribute in Database 

Tables). 

Finally, users had 8 implicit attributes where no specific interpretations relevant to a phone 

feature was indicated by the reviewers, however it could be interpreted that 6 of the implicit 

attributes indicated general and not feature-specific positive opinions about Nokia 6100 i.e. the 

user (Ed) wrote “latest range of phones has put Nokia back on top of the throne of mobile phone 

companies...” also the user (Joe Han) wrote” I love Nokia !!!  You Give the best” while on the 

other hand, 2 reviews had negative opinions i.e. the user (Anonymous) wrote ”Another similar 

Nokia phone..... sooooo boring!!!” also the user (Bas) wrote ” it isn't something very special i 

will not buy one. But you go ahead...” and no reviews that were neutral about this phone (check 

table 6100-10 implicit attribute in Database Tables).     
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                             Table 7 Summary of 6100 customer preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 

 

 

 

Chart 1 Nokia 6100 Customer preferences Chart (Kandeel and Sali, 2013)
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STOP 2 

Nokia 3100 

Release year 2003 

Units sold 50 millions        

                                                                                                                                                      

 

In STOP 2, Nokia 3100 was reviewed. While the first attribute, design, has yield a total of 9 

counts, with 6 positive counts, 3 negative counts and no neutral reviews (check Table 1. Nokia 

3100 Design Attribute in the Database Tables for more details), the price attribute had 1 positive 

count, 2 negative counts and 3 neutral comments of users about the phone (see Table 2. Nokia 

3100 Price Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). As for the camera attribute, users 

expressed 0 positive comments, 1 negative comment and 6 neutral comments (check Table 3. 

Nokia 3100 Camera Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). The display attribute 

yielded a total of 5 counts, of which 3 were positive counts, 2 were negative counts and no 

neutral comments were done for this feature (check Table 4. Nokia 3100 Display Attribute in the 

Database Tables for details). For the polyphonic ringtones attribute, there were 1 positive 

counts, 1 negative count and 3 neutral comments from users, giving a total of 5 reviews (see 

Table 5. Nokia 3100 Polyphonic Ringtones Attribute in the Database Tables for details). In 

addition, the bluetooth attribute had only 1 user comment, namely a negative one (check Table 

6. Nokia 3100 Bluetooth in the Database Tables for details). The WAP attribute had also only 

one user comment, namely a positive one (check Table 7. Nokia 3100 WAP Attribute in the 

Database Tables for details). As for the battery attribute (stand-by and talktime), there was a 

Source www.gsmarena.com  
 
 

http://www.gsmarena.com/nokia_3100-pictures-453.php
http://www.gsmarena.com/
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total of 2 comments, both positive (see Table 8. Nokia 3100 Battery Attribute in the Database 

Tables for details). For the memory attribute, there was only one user comment, namely a 

negative one (check Table 9. Nokia 3100 Memory Attribute in the Database Tables for details). 

The value for money attribute had a total of 4 user comments, all positive. The implicit 

preferences for this phone model accounted for 14 reviews, out of which 8 were positive, 6 were 

negative and none neutral.  

As it can be seen from the below table, the design attribute Nokia 3100 was rated by the users 

with 6 positive counts, 3 negative reviews and no neutral reviews, providing a total of 9 counts 

(check Table 1. NOKIA Design Attribute in the Database Tables).Whereas some of them 

perceived a positive aspect of the phone’s design: “this phone looks nice” (LeChuck),” this 

phone looks really cool” (Anonymous) or “I think design is very important now...” (LeChuck), 

other users possessed negative impressions about it, such as “i returned phone to shop because 

the looks is awfull...” (Antonio),  or “why nokia designs their phones like toys?”(Adam). Apart 

from the explicit positive and negative comments, there were also positive implicit attributes, 

which ranked the highest in the overall discussions among users, where 14 review counts were 

observed. For instance, user (!OH!~Seksarn) commented :“lovely!!!”  , “it’s cute” (Lou Ives 

Lopez), “nice phone” (Kb Kamani), “I think the phone is really adorable”  (Jennie) and “Cool!~ 

(SophianSian) and one user expressed her intention of owning this phone: “I whish one mobile 

like this(OnelPetrutaAlina). On the other hand, others possessed negative impressions about it, 

such as “ugly Nokia” (Nokia fu**er), “pieces of bricks” (Anonymous), “ugly phone” (Is It Real), 

“plastic toy” (Anonymous).  

For the price attribute of Nokia 3100, the users expressed 1 positive count, 2 negative counts 

and had 3 neutral comments about the phone. The users Is It Real stated that the phone has a 

“damned price” and DMX argued that “it’s quiet expensive” as negative aspects, while an 

anonymous user commented that it is” price-wise” (Anonymous). In addition, there were some 

neutral comments expressed as well asking about the phone’s price “I wanna know the price” 

(!OH!~Seksarn), can you send me the latest phones prices (Genevieve). 

Although the Nokia 3100 lacked the camera attribute incorporated within the handset, the 

Nokia company provided service operators with auxiliary cameras that users can use them 

together with the phone. In this sense, there was one negative comment from a user who was 
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arguing that the phone “ It's cute but the fun camera is not I hope that the nokia company will 

create another fun camera that is compatible or that is really cute!”. As for the neutral comments, 

users were asking about whether the phone had a built-in camera :  “can this phone use the 

camera headset for taking pictures?” (Anonymous), “can this phone have a camera?” (Unknown) 

or what the fun camera feature is : “wot exactly is a FUN camera newayz ??? how is it different 

from the other ?” (Anonymous). In addition, a user asked the possibility if other Nokia’s phones’ 

cameras can be used for this phone, too : ” can the old camera headset used for 6610/7210/6100 

be used for this phone? (Anonymous). 

For the display attribute, the negative comments referred to issues of keypad and the front 

cover frame: “keypad has more light than the display...that really hurts my eyes!” (Antonio) and 

the lack of a variety of colours for the model compared to those of other competitors: 

“SAMSUNG and MOTOROLA phones are more elegant and sophisticated with silver, black or 

gray colors” (Adam), while the positive comments were mainly done regarding the phone’s color 

screen: “best colour screen phone” (Good looks) and the front cover’s glowering feature: “good 

glow in the dark covers” (Good looks) 

The positive comments for polyphonic ringtones attribute were comments about the Nokia 

3100 being compared to other Nokia’s previous model phones: “i do find it sounding better than 

the 7210” (Stallion). Also, another positive comment for this attribute is the existence of truetone 

as superior to polyphonic ringtones: “Nokia rulez. True Tones are .wav- files and that why those 

are real songs” (ME). As a neutral comment, one user compares the polyphonic attribute of the 

phone to both Nokia’s previous models and to its competitors, as well: “Polyphonic?.. as 

mentioned also IS also terrible. If you are comparing those phones to their competitors, they are 

not too good after all. But yes, if you are comparing those phones to their ancestors, then yes, 

they are of course better” (DMX (aka some of the)). As for the negative comment, one user 

complains about the truetone feature: “What's the use of Truetone when you can't even hear it at 

all?” (DMX). 

The bluetooth attribute counted a negative user comment, referring to the absence of the 

feature in the phone: “what boring fone worst of all no Bluetooth” (Fu** Nokia). 
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For the WAP attribute, as a positive comment, the user VALOUR PETERS inquires the date 

when the phone will be released, expressing his willingness to purchase it : “it looks like the 

phone I'm looking for. 2100 should have been Ok for me but it has no WAP”. 

The users made two positive remarks regarding the stand-by and talktime of the phone (as a 

consequence of the battery feature: “The standby and talktime sure looks very impressive. One 

of the longest I've come across so far for a Nokia phone” (Twang)  

The memory attribute was evaluated as having a low capacity: “350kb thats the MEMORY 

screwed up fone” (Anonymous). 

The implicit preferences for this phone model accounted for 14 reviews, out of which 8 were 

positive, 6 were negative and none neutral. The positive comments refered to the phone being:  

“really adorable” as commented by user Jennie or “its a really cool phone” stated by user 

Mustapha. On the other hand, user Anonymous believed that the phone is “plastic toy!” and user 

Is It Real affirmed that it is a “Ugly phone”. 

 
Table 8 Summary of Nokia 3100 Customer Preferences (Kandeel and Sali, 2013) 
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Chart 2 Nokia 3100 Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

STOP 3 

Nokia 2600 

Release year 2004 

Units sold 135 millions 

 
                                                                                                                            Source: www.gsmarena.com 
 

In this stop, the Nokia 2600 is reviewed according to each feature and analyzed based on the 

users’ comments.  

The display attribute summed a total of 26 counts, of which 14 were positive and 12 negative 

comments and no neutral comment were registered (see Table 1. Nokia 2600 Display Attribute 

in the Database Tables for more details).  Based on their comments, the users articulated their 
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positive preference for the CSTN color capacity: “4096 colours is quite good” (Fedu), the 

presence of a color screen: “The Nokia 2600 has a colour screen” (Leigh-Melbourne Au; 

Anonymous; sam; Mohan; Baxter). On the other hand, as opposed to the positive comment about 

the CSTN color capacity, there were negative comments disagreing about the range of color 

capacity and screen size: “2004. 4,096 colors!!!!!!!! Nokia needs help, NOW” (Mystic), 128 x 

128 screen, 4096 colors? wake up nokia!!” (vcontinuum) and “Again junk display” (Ellen). 

Furthermore, the users mainly complained about the keypad  as being : “hard buttons which 

make it so difficult to use” (Tamar; Serene; Comanchie). 

For the price attribute, there were a total of 21 comments, of which 13 were positive comments, 

7 were negative comments and 1 neutral comment (check Table 2. Nokia 2600 Price Attribute in 

the Database Tables for more details).  A large portion of users observed the low price of the 

phone: “very cheap !!!” (Anonymous; Gareth), “only 100 bucks: (Anonymous), “Cheap 

cost”(Comanchie), “affordable” (Maria), “a bargain from Vodafone stores @ $129” 

(Leigh_MelbourneAu). Besides the positive comments about the price, other users complained 

about the price: “Prize is to high” (Naveed Aslam), “expensive price” (Marc), “very bad pricing” 

(Mohan), “cant pay that much” (Anonymous). 

The design attribute consisted of 11 negative comments, 8 positive comments and no neutral 

comments done for this phone (check Table 3. Nokia 2600 Design Attribute in the Database 

Tables for more details).  Mostly, the users evaluated the design attribute as: “best design” 

(Anonymous), “good looking” (Faera), “beautiful design” (Erik), “Cool Design” (Comanchie). 

On the other hand, regarding the negative comments, other users assesed the design of the phone 

as: “No sence of design […] plain flat crappy look!”” (Biskit), poorly designed”(Andrew), 

“nokia going bad...where is […] slim short design...” (Raj) and users argued that Nokia should 

“Make less phones and spend more time designing them” (Andy), “another same design […] the 

persons responsible for the design or product decision should be banished” (Vcontinuum). 

The GPRS (Internet Conectivity) attribute summed 17 comments, all of which were negative 

ones (check Table 4. Nokia 2600 Internet Connectivity Attribute in the Database Tables for more 

details). Great shares of negative comments were concerned with the absence of the GPRS:  

“what kinda phone on earth has no GPRS?” (Motorola user), “NO WAP for godd sake” 

(2600suckz) “ in order either to connect to internet: “but these days GPRS is a must to connect to 

internet from PC” (Vani). 
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The camera attribute for Nokia 2600 registered 6 positive user comments, 3 positive comments 

and no neutral comment (check Table 5. Nokia 2600 Camera Attribute in the Database Tables 

for more details). Although most of users believed that having a camera is not one of the 

important feature that a phone should have: “No camera, no other crap which we dont need for 

phone actually” (Budulis This is the phone I would buy. No useless extras, like a camera”(Arafi), 

“A suitable choice for those not looking for camera and all those other sophisticated things” 

(LeighMelbourneAu), others were disappointed about its lack compared to other competitors 

models:  ” Entry level phones MotoC650, C380, siemens C65 etc are much better and sport a 

camera too...!” (Anonymous), “it seems that every other manufacturer has surpassed nokia with 

better designs, 65k color screen, n bigger lcd displays...even with cameras for a litlle bit more or 

same price” (vcontinuum). 

The battery attribute gathered 4 positive comments, 3 negative comments and no neutral 

comments, achieving a total of 7 total user comments (see Table 6. Nokia 2600 Battery Attribute 

in the Database Tables for more details). The users considered battery life as being good as a 

positive trait: “battery is quite good” (Leevi), “Battery life and volume are very good” (Colvin 

Burgess), while others complained about it as having a negative characteristic: “I will like to see 

more Nokia flip with better battery managementphones from Nokia” (Joseph Abang), “Dont buy 

this fone. Color fones are prone to use and waste battery” (What?). 

For the MMS attribute there were a total of 4 user comments, of which none was positive, 2 

were negative and there were 2 neutral comments (check Table 7. Nokia 2600 MMS Attribute in 

the Database Tables for more details). The negative comments concerned the non-existence of 

the MMS feature: “unfortunately it does not have MMS” (Confused…), “cons: MMS ????” 

(Mohan), while the neutral user comments considered asking if the phone was endowed with this 

feature: “i heard that this mobile does not have internet connectivity and picture message cannot 

be sent and received” (Mohammed Rafique), “does this phone have picture messanging?? or n e 

of the latest extras??” (s). 

The polyphonic ringtones attribute has a total of 5 counts, of which 1 is positive, 3 are 

negative and 1 is a neutral comment (see Table 8. Nokia 2600 Polyphonic ringtones Attribute in 

the Database Tables for more details). As a positive comment, the sound of the ringtone was 

appraised by one user named Mohan: “it has just 4 channel poly, but sound is really good”, while 
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user Hoop and Mohan complained about the inability to download new polyphonic ringtones and 

the slowness of the monophonic composer, respectively: “New polyphonic ringtones can not be 

downloaded, only monophonic ringtones” and “while composing ringtones, using the 

monophonic composer, sometimes, the "beep" gets stuck”. As for the neutral review, the user 

Varun asked about the option of downloading polyphonic ringtones: “Please let me know how 

can I download polyphnic ringtones”. 

The phone gathered a total of 2 user comments, all negative regarding the bluetooth attribute 

(check Table 9. Nokia 2600 Bluetooth Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). These 

were concerned with the lack of this attribute: “No java, Bluetooth” (Sam), “no Bluetooth” (Str8 

dude). 

Last, but not the least, the infrared port attribute entirely had negative comments in number of 

3 (see Table 10. Nokia 2600 Infrared Port Attribute in the Database Tables for more details) 

about the lack of this feature: “it doesn't have an infrared port.and that is very bad” (Ronke 

Adeagbo), “no infrared […]what the hell is this!!!???” (Str8 dude), “no[…] infrared” (Sam). 

The implicit preferences for this phone gathered a total of 20 review counts, with 14 positive 

comments, 6 negative comments and no neutral comments. The positive implicit preferences 

refered to comments such as: “Nice Phone” (Erik), , “Great value for money” (gepfy) or “great 

basic phone” (Anonymous), while the negative one concerned  aspects of “useless & 

functionless” (Anonymous) and  the phone being characterized as “it has nothing its like a toy” 

(Nokia2600suckz). As for the neutral comment, user Sam argued that” For an additional 100 

bucks with this fone price, you can get get a stunning fone such as the mighty SE T610 and 

Nokia 3200”. 
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Table 9 Summary of Nokia 2600 Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 

 

 
Chart 3 Nokia 2600 Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 
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STOP 4 

Nokia 1110  

Release year  2005 

Units sold 250 millions 

 

                                                                                                                            Source: www.gsmarena.com 

In this section, the Nokia 1110 was reviewed based on the users’ comments and analyzed 

according to their perceptions about the phone, in general. 

The display attribute gathered a total of 31 user comments, of which 17 were positive 

comments, 14 negative comments and no neutral comment (see Table 1.Nokia 1110 Display 

Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). The users were divided into two camps: those 

who considered that having a monochrome graphic was a downside for the phone and those who 

believed the monochrome display did match what they expected and did not mind if the phone 

did not posses this particular feature. For those users who criticized the monochrome graphic, 

there were comments as, for instance: “monochrome graphics? Why Nokia why? “ (Paul), 

“Monochrome graphic again!`?=?!?” (Mad), “monochrome display for such a pretty set” 

(Akbar), “guess Nokia think people are sick and tired of colour screens” (Seth) and even advised 

users to purchase other competitors’ phone models: “Better buy the Philips 162 which has colour 

screen” (Harry).On the contrary, others were quite satisfied with this feature and who did not 

perceive it as a disadvantage expressed their opinions in comments such as: “beautiful 

monochrome screen with a green lighting at nigh” (Mike), “And about the b&w screen I think is 

better for the lenght of the battery that the colour ones” (Chapulin), “I love older type of Nokia 

phones without color screen “ (Linda), “Goddamnit people, this is a basic phone. Sometimes 

manufacturers may not feel the need for a colour screen” (XSO), “abt the monochrome displays 

http://www.gsmarena.com/
http://www.gsmarena.com/nokia_1110-pictures-1187.php
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and all the rest of that jazz, is just too darn pathetic! if its not what ur looking for just blow the 

juice out of this page, go to whatever other page u want to and do your bit for crying out loud!!!” 

(Atrocious)”. Furthermore, there were keypad issues: “keypad code is't working at all” (immy), 

“why its key pad is unkocked without asking security code” (Nomi Farooq). 

The price attribute had 14 positive comments, 4 negative comments and 1 neutral comment, 

summing 19 user comments (check Table 2. Nokia 1110 Price Attribute in Database Tables for 

more details). The positive comments were about the low price of the handset: “very cheap” 

(Chapulin), “its a good set in this budget” (Wagas), “this set is just perfect for people who doesnt 

have a swimmingpool full of money!”(DoD). However, the negative comments were made by 

users who believed that the price is high compared with the absence of camera for this specific 

phone: “there are a lot of cheap camera phones out there, so why choose this?” (Paul) and also 

compared to other phone models: “there's a lot of cheap camera phones out there and it's better” 

(Ppl la..), “Better buy the Philips 162 which has colour screen and poly for the same price” 

(Harry). 

For the battery attribute, there were 13 positive comments, 1 negative comment and no neutral 

comments (see Table3. Nokia 1110 Battery Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). 

The overwhelming majority of the positive comments were made regarding the long battery life 

of the phone: “long battery life” (Spraca), “battery can easily work for two, three days” (Syed 

Faisal Saeed), while the sole negative comment criticised the stand-by time compared to another 

of Nokia’s mobile phone: “How it is that this phone has lower stand-by than 1600 which has 

TFT 65k colours screen ?” (Musli). 

Regarding the design attribute, there were 19 positive comments, 5 negative comments and no 

neutral comments, with a total of 24 user comments (check Table 4. Nokia 1110 Design 

Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). The majority of users flattered the look of the 

phone: “lovely design” (Anonymous), “a good-looking shape” (Reza Haghighi Oskoue), but also 

did have some negative comments criticizing its aspect: “only draw back is the appearance” 

(Prem) and also the similarity to other Nokia phone models: “this phone just looks the clone of 

my 1100” (Kader). 

The polyphonic ringtones attribute had a total of 19 reviews, of which 17 were positive 

comments, 1 was negative comment and 2 neutral comment (check Table 5. Nokia 1110 
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Polyphonic Ringtones Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). The positive comments 

referred to sound quality of the ringtones: “polyphonic tones give the listener a nice melody” 

(Syed Faisal Saeed), whereas the negative one concerned the sound of the ringtone not being 

loud enough: “ringing tones should have been a little louder but the viberation alert is quite 

impressive” (Prem). The neutral comments were made in respect to asking advises about: “that 

how we can remove composed ringtones and logos from the phone” (Farhan) and  mentioning in 

relation to other competitor’s phone models: “Better buy the Philips 162 which has colour screen 

and poly for the same price” (Harry). 

The camera attribute gathered 8 reviews, of which 7 were positive comments, 1 was a negative 

one and no neutral comments (see Table 6. Nokia 1110 Camera Attribute in the Database Tables 

for more details). The users had positive comments regarding the phone not having the camera 

feature, which they did not care about it at all: “I think I just don't need camera“(Jezulin de 

Ubrike), “do all of u kids expect every single phone released nowadays to be megapixel camera 

phones with all those gadgematics designed to make the phone do everything except for what its 

supposed to do?” (Atrocious) and negative comments about the attractivity of choosing among 

other phone models :“ there are a lot of cheap camera phones out there, so why choose this?” 

(Paul). 

Similarly to the features attribute, the MP3 attribute of the phone counted 2 comments, all of 

them being positively perceived by the reviewers (see Table 7. Nokia 1110 MP3 Attribute in the 

Database Tables for more details):” all i really need is mp3 ringtone” (1110z) and “mp3 grade 

tones are outstanding” (Wagas) and 4 neutral one where users asked about ‘ what they mean with 

"MP3 grade"? (Filipo) 

As for the MMS attribute, there was only one user comment, namely a negative one (check 

Table 8. Nokia 1110 MMS Attribute in the Database Tables for more details), which contained a  

complaint about the absence of the feature despite its importance: “Sometimes (often lately) 

MMS is very useful, so , I do not see the reason for this kind of mobile fones” (Razvan Ciurez). 

There were 2 negative comments; no positive comments and 1 neutral comment for the triband 

attribute for Nokia 1110 (check Table 9. Nokia 1110 Triband GSM Attribute in the Database 

Tables for more details). The users complained about the lack of a triband feature for the phone 

for the US market: “DEMAND THE ANSWER FROM NOKIA!:WHERE THE HELL IS 1900 
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band on 1110?!” (Linda) and “It is so stupid of Nokia not to have this phone as a triband one” 

(Kyle), although another user commented that their comments were irrelevant: “If you people 

read the whole page, you would see that there is a version for the US with 850/1900” (Gideon). 

Furthermore, for the weight attribute there were only 2 comments made, both of them positive 

(see Table 10. Nokia 1110 Weight. For instance, the user Prem stated that: “It's very light 

weight”and user Nokia1110 commented that the phone “it fits its purpose, and it doesn't do 

anything unecessary features that will only add price, weight, durability, and reliability”.  

Regarding the radio attribute, there was only one comment made, which was a negative one 

(see Table 11. Nokia 1110 Radio Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). This 

comment wished for a radio feature for this phone” it would be nice if it had an fm radio 

feature...” (Bang_bus). 

As for the implicit preferences, there were 20 overall counts, of which 17 were positive such as 

“ nokia 1110 is good phone” (Jackk) or “i think its great and perfect phone if you need simple 

and without any nonsense your phone” (Ir), and 3 negative counts concerning “ a old school 

phone=/” (Don) or “not wat i expect from nokia” (Ppl la..). 

 

Table 10 Summary of Nokia 1110 Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali 2013
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Chart 4 Nokia 1110 Customer Preferences Chart Kandeel and Sali (2013) 
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STOP 5 

Nokia 1600 

Release year  2006 

Units sold  130 millions 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                               Source: www.gsmarena.com 

In this stop, Nokia 1600 was analyzed from the perspective of 100 user comments, taken 

chronologically from the oldest one to the newest one. 

The price attribute yielded 10 counts, of which 9 were positive comments and 1 neutral 

comment (see Table 1. Nokia 1600 Price Attribute in the Database Tables for more details).  The 

majority of users considered the price of the phone “Really worth it for this price” (Vinu), 

“Cheap” (Arthou), whereas one of the users was interested in its price “any idea about itz price” 

(Riyad). 

For the design attribute, there were 10 positive reviews praising the “nice design” (Diego 

Kurisaki), or “cool design.. “ (Don), while the negative comment criticized” its look like 

3100....” (Anonymous) (check Table 2. Nokia 1600 Design Attribute in the Database Tables for 

more details). 

In addition, the display attribute had 23 reviews, of which 14 were positive comments about 

screen size :”  Color and screen just ok” (Arthou), the keypad “ one of best in mobile phones” 

(DDarko), while 9 user comments were made about “the resolution only 96x68?” (Adeiwanst), 

“the screen is even smaller than usual” (Skater42) (check Table 3. Nokia 1600 Display in the 

Database Tables for more details). 

 

http://www.gsmarena.com/
http://www.gsmarena.com/nokia_1600-pictures-1188.php
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The MP3 attribute had a total of 22 reviews (see Table 4. Nokia 1600 MP3 Attribute in the 

Database Tables for more details) were positive comments in respect to being overall satisfied 

with the phone, even though it does not have an MP3: “This is a great phone for young kids or 

people who don't need cameras, MP3 players” (Andy) and “I don't give a damn about camera, 

mp3” (YG) because “It was designed to be simple for all the OAP's” (SharkBait..ooh..ah), 8 

were negative and concerned the lack of the feature: “no mp3 'though” (Arthou) or the inability 

to create MP3: “i can't add MP3 ringtones to this handset.......” (Woro) due to lack of GPRS: “it 

doesn't have gprs so how could you send a mp3” (Gerard) and 10 neutral comments asking to be 

informed about what the MP3 is: “I just want to ask whats the meaning of mp3-grade sound?” 

(Aatif). 

The GPRS attribute has a total of 14 user comments (check Table 5. Nokia 1600 GPRS A 

ttribute in the Database Tables for more details). Out of this total, of 3 were positive comments, 

although the phone lacked this feature: “don't expect anything fancy like IR, Bluetooth, WAP, 

GPRS, MMS, etc. This phone (I believe) intended for people who need SMS and voice phone 

only. Not for the extra stuff”(Arthou) and there was no need for GPRS as “you dont need GPRS 

to download stuff. just use csd. dial up for the unknowing!” (Jon) because :” Although the phone 

does not have GPRS, it still picks up the area” (Avinash). The 9 negative comments were mainly 

about the lack of this feature:” it doesn't have gprs” (Gerard) which can be an issue for 

downloading ringtones” Since this phone don't have the GPRS, how to download the ringtone?” 

(Jimmy). As for the neutral comments, users argued about the reasons for the lack of GPRS: “if u 

ask me nokia is not aiming this fone on gprs users some1 :)” (Vodajohn) and gave 

substitute/complementary options for GPRS: “It uses a csd connection which is what we all used 

before gprs came a long.It charges you by the minute and every minute your connected not on 

what data you d/load..i hope this is right because cannot think of any other way” (Brynn).  

Furthermore, the triband attribute was entirely assessed through negative comments from the 

users (see Table 6. Nokia 1600 Tri-band Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). 

There were 2 comments from user YG who complained about the absence of the feature: “Why 

couldn't you build it as a tri-band” and by the user Simion: “it could be triband phone”. 

Although Nokia 1600 did not have the camera feature, there were 7 positive comments from 

those users who considered the phone being fit for their needs : “I recommend this phone to all 
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ppl which like me doesnt need camera” (DDarko) and because they do have a second phone 

which does have a camera: “i lurve this phone...its way betta than my LGU981 summit. I no its 

gt no camera etc but my actual camera phone does even have a decent camera” (S*momo) and 

“how i wish it was a cameraphone it could ve been the best phone” (Ibrahim Taiwo). Regarding 

the negative comments, the users expressed their disapproval for the lack of the camera feature: 

“No camera, no GPRS, no infrared port. Then?” (Mansoor) and “it could be triband phone and 

with video camera phone” (Simion) (see Table 7. Nokia 1600 Camera Attribute in the Database 

Tables for more details). 

After evaluating the connectivity to/from PC attribute, the  users stated 1 negative comment 

about  the failure to connect the phone to the PC:”  I can't connect this thing to my PC.i can't add 

MP3 ringtones to this handset.......” (Woro) and 6 neutral comments of users asking about 

transferring ringtones: “...how can I transfer tones to this fone from my PC” (Aatif), the cable for 

connecting the phone to the PC: ” The shopkeeper said this phone got the cable to connect to the 

pc, but i can't find it on website, is it not yet out?” (Jimmy) (check Table 8. Nokia 1600 

Connectivity To/From PC in the Database Tables for more details). 

The total comments for the calculator attribute consisted of only 1 comment, which was a 

positive statement “+ It pretty much has all the extras (games, calculator, converter, etc.)” (YG) 

(check Table 9. Nokia 1600 Calculator Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). 

On the other hand, the reviews for the memory attribute were in number of two, all being 

negative assessments (check Table 10.Nokia 1600 Memory Attribute in the Apendix for more 

details):” this phone say it has a shared memory of 4mb on what? i have purchased this phone 

last week was not satisfied at all” (Gerard) and “It's dissaponting yes... MP3 Tones, 4 MB 

memory” (Felipe Cepriano). 

As for the polyphonic ringtones attribute, the users gave 4 positive evaluations, such as “very 

good sound quality” (Asy) and “high-quality polyphonic ringtones” (VIPsHIPs), whereas other 4 

users complained about the ringtones being :” the worst ringtones in the world” (M) and true 

quality mp3 ringtones: “we want mp3 ringtones not like "mp3-grade sound" what is it?” 

(Adeiwanst). The neutral comments were made in respect to whether mp3 ringtones can be 

downloaded to the phone: “ can anyone please be kind enough to tell me that if this phone 
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supports mp3 ringtones like sony ericsson,thanks..” (Goodo). (Check Table 11. Nokia 1600 

Polyphonic Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). 

The battery attribute for Nokia 1600 was rated entirely as positive by the users, with neither 

negative nor neutral comments (check Table 12. Nokia 1600 Battery Attribute in the Database 

Tables for more details). The 4 positive reviews rated the long-life of the battery: “battery lasts 

for ages!!!!” (DaRiNe). 

On the other hand, for the MMS attribute, the only 2 user comments were entirely negative 

(check Table 13. Nokia 1600 MMS Attribute in the Database Tables for more details)due to the 

lack of the feature: “It doesnt support MMS” (DDarko). 

In respect to the weight attribute, Nokia 1600 was rated with 3 positive comments (see Table 

14. Nokia 1600 Weight Attribute in the Database Tables for more details) as being 

“Lightweight” (Techone;Asy) and “ Very good size and weight” (YG), with neither negative nor 

neutral comments. 

As Nokia 1600 does not have the bluetooth attribute, the phone was rated with 1 negative 

comment by the user Techone regarding the lack of “no GPRS” and, in the same time, with 1 

positive comment from user DDarko who recommends the handset “ to all ppl which like me 

doesnt need camera, bluetooth, mms and gprs but neeeds good battery and fast menu” (see Table 

15. Nokia 1600 Bluetooth Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). 

For the hands-free attribute, he sole user Avinash positively rated the phone as having :“ Good 

inbuilt handsfree” (see Table 16. Nokia 1600 Hands-free Attribute in the Database Tables for 

more details). 

Lastly, but not the least, the games feature was evaluated with 1 positive comment by user YG: 

“+ It pretty much has all the extras (games, calculator, converter, etc.) and with 1 neutral 

comment done by user Suneel Kumar, who asks for help from other phone users to “how to 

download games as he is interested in driving games” (check Table 17. Nokia 1600 Games 

Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). 
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As for the implicit preferences, there were only 2 comments, with 1 being positive and referring 

to “oldschool mobile are the best” (Haha) and 1 negative comment of the phone being 

“Extremely Retro And Low Tech” (Anonymous).  

 Table 11 Summary of Nokia 1600 Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013)

 

Chart 5 Nokia 1600 Customer Preferences Chart Kandeel and Sali (2013)  
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STOP 6 

Nokia 1200              

Release year 2007 

Units sold 150 millions 

 

                                                                                                                Source: www.gsmarena.com 

In this section, Nokia 1200 phone model will be examined based on a number of 100 phone user 

reviews about their perceptions of different attributes. 

The first attribute, the design, was evaluated by a total of 9 reviews (see Table 1. Nokia 1200 

Design Attribute in the Database Tables for more details), out of which 4 were positive 

comments,where users thought the phone” very elegant than nokia n93i” (Orange) and “it's 

unique design” (Anonymous), whereas there were 5 negative comments from users who 

criticized the phone with terms such as :” “bad design” (Yasso0o) or :” Alcatel stolen design” 

(Anonymous). 

For the second attribute, price, users had  in total 8 comments (see Table 2. Nokia 1200 Price 

Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). Out of 8 reviews, 6 positive comments 

regarding the convenient price:’” this phome is affordable” (Szs), “phone that is cheap” (Mobile 

Dealer.), as well as 1 negative comment disagreeing about the affordability of the price : “its not 

4 cheap countries because you can get a camera phone with ply tones for $60!!! shutup!!! 

“(Anonymous). In addition, there was 1 neutral comment from user Emman who complained 

 

http://www.gsmarena.com/
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about the need for third generation mobile phones, with a possible low price tag :” i wonder why 

you keep on making monochrome phones, we are now in a third generation and we dont need to 

use such monochrome phones like this one...so will you pls stop on making useless phones? just 

make 3G phones in a very low price insteed..”. 

The GPS attribute was rated with only one comment which was positive and made by user 

Duuude : woooooow amazing 6mp camera and GPS receiver!!!” (check Table 3. Nokia GPS 

Attribute in the Database Tables for more details).   

Although Nokia 1200 lacked the camera attribute, the phone was rated with 2 comments of 

positive remarks and 1 comment with negative remark (see Table 4. Nokia 1200 Camera 

Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). As positive comments, user Icepick claimed 

that he/she does not mind a phone with no camera:  “Nokia designs a phone with no camera, no 

other features like mp3 player and so on...Ok, fine by me” and with user Timbatec arguing that ” 

For music use iPod, for photos use some digital camera”. 

For the battery attribute, there were 4 positive comments about the long-life of the battery : 

“decent battery life!” (Henk), “Long battery life” (Pavlov), but also 1 neagtive comment about 

the fact that the previous Nokia model had the same battery-life duration: “its battery life just 

dsame with its predecessor” (Anonymous) (check Table 5. Nokia 1200 Battery Attribute in the 

Database Tables for more details). 

The display attribute had a sum of 8 positive reviews and 5 negative comments (check Table 6. 

Nokia 1200 Display Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). Whereas the majority of 

users complained about the screen being a monochrome one: “i wonder why you keep on making 

monochrome phones, we are now in a third generation and we dont need to use such 

monochrome phones like this one” (Emman), others argued that having a black and white 

display can save battery life “I don't want a colored screen - it sucks battery life fast” (Pavlov) or 

might be more readable when being in the open air : Black&white display is MUCH better than 

colour display. Direct sunshine makes colour TFT unreadable...” (Keijo). 

For the 3G attribute, users rated negatively all the 2 comments made by users by criticizing the 

lack of the 3G application: “all other phone companies are fabricating a phone with good 

resolution (colored) with camera, mp3's and 3gs and all, and nokia created a phone that is 4 yrs 
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behind..”  as user Pao puts it, while the second user advises Nokia to “just make 3G phones “ 

(Emman) (check Table 7. 3G Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). 

The weight attribute gathered 2 positive comments and neither negative nor neutral comments 

(Check Table 8. Nokia 1200 Weight Attribute in the Database Tables for more details). Both 

users assessed the phone as “light weight” (Anonymous) and “a lot lighter than N95” 

(Anonymous). 

The MP3 attribute had 1 positive review (although the feature is not present in the phone), 2 

negative reviews and no neutral reviews (see Table 9. Nokia 1200 MP3 Attribute in the Database 

Tables for more details). The user Icepick argues that  he/she is not interested so much about the 

presence of the feature: “Ok...Let me get this straight, Nokia designs a phone with no camera, no 

other features like mp3 player and so on...Ok, fine by me” while user Pao openly criticizes its 

lack compared to those of competitors: “all other phone companies are fabricating a phone with 

good resolution (colored) with camera, mp3's and 3gs and all, and nokia created a phone that is 4 

yrs behind.. and you're saying it rocks!! wake up pls!!!” 

The last attribute, the polyphonic ringtones, gathered 3 negative comments and neither positive 

nor neutral comments (see Table 10. Nokia 1200 Polyphonic Ringtones Attribute in the Database 

Tables for more details).  The negative comment users gave were made in respect to the phone 

not having mp3 ringtones instead of the standard polyphonic ringtones, seen as an old 

technology compared to the former: . “no1 wants polyphonic we want MP3!” (Anonymous), “It 

has Polyphony...” (Anonymous) and , contemplating whether or not purchasing as differnt phone 

model bought as second-hand: why couldn't i just buy a used 8310?it looks better than 1200.it 

only doesn't have polyphonic tones.but it's smaller and i like it more” (7).  

As for the implicit preferences a sum of 7 review counts were provided by the users, out of 

these 7 counts, 2 were positive “what a BEATIFUL phone!!!!” (Sarcastic guy) and “oldschool 

mobile are the best !” (Haha) and 5 were negative : “Extremely Retro And Low Tech” 

(Anonymous), “a good one to have as a spare or back up phone or just sonething to leave in my 

car” (EG) or “are we back to the 90`s?” (Avizaz). 
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Table 12 Summary of Nokia 1200 Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 

 

Chart 6 Nokia 1200 Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 
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STOP 7               
 

Nokia 5800 XpressMusic 

Release Year 2008        

Units sold 13 million  

          

 

                                                                                                                          

 

  Source: www.gsmarena.com 

 

While constantly observing more user reviews for user phones, Nokia 5800 XpressMusic 

attributes had much to tell, the touch screen attribute reviews indicated 12 positive reviews i.e. 

the user (Anonymous) wrote “(Just wait month or smth like that and u will see HIGH end 

touchsreen from Nokia ;)” also the user (param) wrote “wow great phone with touch screen” and 

the user (Anonymous) wrote ” I aint a fan of touchscreens, but with 5800xm around, i might start 

touching too.” 4 negative reviews i.e the user (Anonymous) wrote “Touching flaw on a touch 

phone, that sucks” Also the user (Anonymous) “this is nokias 1st touchscreen in a long time i 

expect there might be some complaints”, and no neutral reviews, a total of 16 review counts for 

this attribute (check table 5800-1 touch screen attribute in Database Tables).  

 

Moreover, the battery attribute had 8 positive reviews i.e. the user (Meha) wrote “Wow look at 

that battery life...Impressive.”also the user (Anonymous) wrote” I'm betting most people in here 

that are bashing Nokia battery life are the same people that open up 10 applications and forget to 

actually *exit* them.” Also there were 3 negative reviews for this attribute i.e. the user 

(Anonymous) wrote” but I bet the batery sucks bacause this is a Nokia phone” and the user 

(Anonymous) wrote “the batery still sucks”, and no neutral reviews, with a total review count of 

11 reviews (details of battery attribute can be found in table 5800-2 battery attribute in Database 

Tables). 

 

http://www.gsmarena.com/
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The camera attribute showed 1 positive review i.e. where the user(luis) wrote “I really love all 

the phone, I haven't anything more to ask, this is just perfect, I don't need an 8mp camera with 

Xenon or 16gb of onboard memory, this is all that I need Wi-Fi, a decent camera” against 5 

negative reviews i.e. the user (lue) wrote “The camera is only 3MP, should be at least 8MP!” 

also the user (param) wrote “but why camera is 3 megapixel. Execept camera i think its best 

nokia phone”, while no neutral reviews were observed, with a total review counts of 6 reviews, 

further details can be found in (table 5800-3 camera attribute in Database Tables).  

 

Moreover, the design attribute showed 2 positive reviews i.e. the user(Anonymous) wrote 

“Good design” also the user (Daniel) wrote ” I think it is really good looking”, 1 negative review 

where the user (revolver) wrote “Bad design. “ and no neutral attributes, with a total of 3 reviews 

(check table 5800-4 design attribute in Database Tables). 

 

While price attribute had 8 positive reviews i.e. the user (Anonymous) wrote “But i still can't 

believe about price: D 279Eur!! Its too cheap” also the user (snuxoll) wrote”and this has a much 

better price point.” Also the user (blah) wrote “price very good too”. For the studied reviews for 

this phone, there were no negative reviews, while there were 2 neutral reviews i.e. the user “and 

another thing, does anyone know the retail price?” also the user (dan) wrote “Some websites say 

its going for 279 euros. Is that really true?” with a total count of 10 reviews (check table 5800-5 

price attribute in Database Tables).  

 

As for similarity to iPhone attribute, positive reviews counted 3 i.e. the user (Dani) wrote” its 

beaten iPhone Hands down!” also the user (tno) said “i was waiting for this cell phone since..the 

iphone came into being.. !!!” while negative reviews counted 4 i.e. the user (Anonymous) wrote 

“Umm just curious. What's your basis in saying that the iphone is way far behind in technology 

compared to this phone? Most of its features came from the iphone” also the user (mkmd) wrote 

“Nokia has just imitate other company . this phone like (I phone)”, and 2 reviews were neutral 

i.e. the user (zero) wrote “Looks like an iphone/LG/samsung to me.” Also the user (Anonymous) 

wrote “this is the daddy of iphone :P”, with an overall count of 9 reviews, (check table 5800-6 

similarity to iPhone in Database Tables).  
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The implicit attribute ranked the highest in overall discussions among users, where 19 positive 

reviews were observed i.e. the user (matija) wrote “very niceee i will try to buy this phone...” 

also the user (Raxa) wrote “attraCtive .. niCe featurEs .. mUst bE a g00d t0y!!!!” also the user 

(game28toronto) wrote “Finally! my baby has arrived!”. However, 4 negative reviews were 

observed i.e. the user (ttp) wrote “this is so ugly mobile! I am so dissappointed on Nokia.” Also 

the user (cactus) wrote” No. This isn't the phone for me. I find this phone lousy.”  and no neutral 

reviews, an overall count of this attribute was 23 reviews (check table 5800-7 implicit attribute in 

Database Tables). 

 
                  Table 13 Summary of Nokia 5800 Xpress Music Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 
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Chart 7 Nokia XpressMusic Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 

 
 

 

 

 

Stop 8 
 

 Nokia 2700 Classic 

Release year 2009 

Units sold 20 millions 

 

 

                                                                                                               Source: www.gsmarena.com 

 

In stop 8 where we encountered user reviews for Nokia 2700 Classic, we can observe the price 

attribute showed significant count in the phone model 2700, with 16 positive reviews i.e the user 

(Anonymous) wrote “The price is less than 100$. So it's actually pretty decent offering” also the 

user (Anonymous) wrote”really for this price who's complaining :)”. However, only 1 negative 

review was observed where the user (resee) wrote “the phone's nice. just got no money to buy 

one..” while 14 neutral reviews where observed i.e. the user (DJ) wrote “Looks 

nice.Specifications are OK.Price will be around 150$.” And the user (win_32) wrote “nice 

phone, with many future. i hope the price cheap” with an overall count of 31 reviews, (table 

 

http://www.gsmarena.com/
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2700-1 price attribute in Database Tables) provides more detailed information about these 

reviews.  

 

As for the design attribute of this phone, 10 reviews were positive i.e. the user (Anonymous) 

wrote “i like the design.” Also the user (Fokia) wrote “the best design among the three phones 

announced today.” While the user (azer) wrote “i also love its looks”. However, 8 reviews were 

negative i.e. the user (irfan) wrote “Ugly phone.....” and the user (francis) wrote “i dont like the 

design of this phone”. While for this phone, 1 review was neutral about the design attribute i.e. 

the user (terry maan) wrote “the phone looks same as the nokia 3120 classic” with an overall 

review count of 19 reviews, (check table 2700-2 design attribute in Database Tables).  

 

As for the camera attribute, it had 3 positive review counts i.e. the user (Anonymous) wrote 

“So it's actually pretty decent offering, sporting a 2MP camera” also the user (sijo) wrote”ya 

good camara” also the user (azer) wrote” this phone for me is gonna be a success. quad-band 

with memory slot and 2 mp camera.”  1 negative review i.e. the user (gomathi) wrote “camera 

clarity is poor” and 1 neutral review i.e. the user (Anitha) wrote “Hey this phone is yet to 

release...? How can you its camera quality is low....?” with a sum of 5 reviews (check table 2700-

3 camera attribute in Database Tables). 

 

Also the battery attribute had 3 positive reviews i.e. the user (Anonymous) wrote “nice 

capacity battery” also the user ( Omar Dhaka) wrote “battery power is good.” , and no negative 

or neutral reviews, (check table 2700-4 battery attribute in Database Tables).  

 

The keypad attribute counted 7 positive reviews i.e. the user (Anonymous) wrote “much better 

keypad” also the user (Ben) wrote”A very ergonomic keypad (much better than the 7210).”  1 

negative review i.e. the user (david) wrote “the back light behind the keys is USELESS can't see 

the letters in low light” and 1 neutral review i.e. the user (Yupperz) wrote “so I might consider 

the 6610 because it has more usable buttons & keypad.” with a total sum of 9 reviews, (check 

table 2700- 5 key pad attribute in Database Tables). 

 

Finally the implicit attribute shows 4 positive reviews i.e. the user (§) wrote “Keep up the good 

work nokia!!!” also the user (azer) wrote “definitely, and im one of those who loves those kinds 
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of hot cakes.” However, there was 1 negative review i.e. the user (irfan) wrote “Ugly phone....” 

and no neutral reviews, with an overall count of 5 reviews (check table 2700-6 implicit attribute 

in Database Tables). 

 
Table 14 Summary of Nokia 2700 Classic Customer Preferences (Kandeel and Sali, 2013)

 
 

Chart 8 Nokia 2700 Classic Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 
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Stop 9  

 

                                                                                                                Source: www.gsmarena.com 

Nokia 5230  

150 million units sold 

Release year 2010     

 

 

At stop 9, reviews for Nokia 5230, one of the best sellers of Nokia phones were observed, for the 

price attribute 22 reviews were positive i.e. the user (just Kk) wrote “Wow Touch At Low 

Range. Great Nokia...” also the user (Anonymous) wrote “just at 150 euros this will blow away 

any phone out there at this price.” And the user (OmegaRhoOmicron) wrote “I think nokia got 

the best cheapest touchscreen phone”. While 3 reviews were negative i.e. the user (Malikarjun) 

wrote “like LG COOKIE and Samsung star are cheaper than Nokia 5230” also the user 

(Anonymous) wrote “I think nokia better put 1.3MP or VGA camera on this phone if the price 

could reduced drastically. Moreover, there were 7 neutral reviews i.e. the user (H17m4n) wrote 

“This is the cheap version of the 5800” also the user (Jaz) wrote “it will be available soon for 

10000 Rupees which is almost 150 Euros.” (With a sum of 32 reviews, (check table 5230-1price 

attribute in Database Tables) for further details about reviews. 

 

As for the touch screen attribute, 14 positive reviews were observed i.e. the user (Just Kk) 

wrote “Wow Touch At Low Range. Great Nokia...” also the user (cris) wrote “I mean, yeah, this 

has GPS, bigger screen” while 4 reviews were negative i.e. the user (Constantine) wrote “...by 

the way how often touch phone breakdown is another issue” also the user (Malikarjun) wrote 

“Secondly nokia touch interface is very irritating” and neutral reviews were 2 i.e. the user (Nokia 

vs. Samsung) wrote “Nokia and samsung are in competition in touch screen phones” with a sum 

of 20 reviews (check table 5230-2 touch screen attribute in Database Tables) for details.  

http://www.gsmarena.com/
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Camera attribute had 3 positive reviews, i.e the user (OmegaRhoOmicron) wrote “2mp camera 

is not bad at all” and also the user (ark) wrote “The camera being only 2MP is not aproblem for 

me as I don't go around taking photos usingit. Istead I always rely on my digicam. The 30fps 

feature is good for taking short videos on the go.” However,  15 negative reviews were also 

observed i.e. the user (Anonymous) wrote “2mp camera is not best.” Also the user (Anonymous) 

wrote “no secondary camera, only 2MP camera.” also the user (Noksam) wrote “Lose the camera 

(because 2 MP is plain useless). “  However, 2 neutral reviews were also observed i.e. the user 

(vallentin) wrote (2mpx camera) also the user (5800) wrote “You know something... the best one 

from all nokia touchphones until now if the 5800 XM, it has everything on board... WiFi, GPS, 

8GB, 3.2 Camera with flash”. However, a total of 20 reviews were observed for this attribute 

(check table 5230-3 camera attribute in Database Tables) 

 

Moreover, the Wi-Fi attribute had only 1 positive review i.e. the user (tapio) wrote “wifi is 

good and all when you are at home on the computer or in a coffee shop, but it has so many 

limitations, the biggest for me being the fact that it drains the battery very fast” and 22 negative 

reviews i.e. the user (Anonymous) wrote “This is a nice set but WiFi is missing.” Also the user 

(vanja) wrote “Wi-fi missed, too bad.” Also the user (Anonymous) wrote “Stupid.... What's the 

point in having 3G and NO WiFi!... I want BOTH.” Moreover, there were 2 neutral reviews i.e. 

the user (123) wrote “it's still good not that bad! even with no wifi!” while all reviews summed 

up 25 reviews (check table 5230-4 Wi-Fi attribute in Database Tables for details). 

 

Design attribute had 1 positive review i.e. the user (Krishnakk7) wrote “design is very good but 

camera is very poor...........”, 4 negative review i.e. the user (Paks) wrote” I think this one would 

be better if more cosmetic changes were applied.” Also the user (Constantine) wrote “nokia 

needs to produce a sleek version of 5800” and no neutral reviews, with a sum of 5 reviews 

(check table 5230-5 design attribute in Database Tables for details). 

 

Whereas for the battery attribute, there were 5 positive reviews i.e. the user (cris) wrote “I 

mean, yeah, this has GPS, bigger screen, and larger battery” also the user (Anonymous) wrote 

that the phone has “good battery”, no negative or neutral reviews, and a sum of 5 reviews in total 

(check table 5230-6 battery attribute in Database Tables for details). 
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Moreover, for the 3G attribute, 8 reviews were positive i.e. the user (V) wrote “. It is more a 

complement of 5530 which lacks 3G” also the user (Anonymous) wrote “this is just great much 

better than even 5530.3.2",3g”. it also 2 negative reviews i.e. the user (cris) wrote “Wi-fi is better 

than 3G” and 1 neutral review i.e. the user (Anonymous) wrote “nice phone phone but no wifi 

and 3g”, a sum of 11 reviews (check table 5230-7 3G attribute in Database Tables for details).  

 

As for the GPS attribute, 5 positive reviews were observed i.e the user (cris) wrote “I mean, 

yeah, this has GPS” also the user (Anonymous) wrote “this is just great much better than even 

5530.3.2",3g,gps” and the user (tapio) wrote “As for the part about gps, it is very important” 

However, there were 3 negative reviews i.e. the user (skud) wrote “i rather preferred wi fi than 

gps”, and no neutral reviews were noted, all made a sum of 8 reviews for this attribute (check 

table 5230-8 GPS attribute in Database Tables for details).  

 

Besides, similarity to iPhone attribute had 1 positive i.e. the user (Anonymous) wrote “It has 

the price of a Nokia 3310 and better specs than original iphone. “ , 1 negative review where the 

user (Anonymous) wrote “It has the price of a Nokia 3310 and better specs than original iphone.” 

and no neutral reviews, total of 2 reviews for this attribute, (check table 5230-9 similarity to 

iPhone attribute in Database Tables for details).  

 

And finally, the implicit attribute showed 4 positive reviews i.e. the user (achtungbaby) wrote ” 

Cool one!!!” also the user (one) wrote “coooooooooooooooooooooooooooooolllllllllllllllllllll. On 

the other hand, 6 negative reviews i.e. the user (auvik) wrote “Nokia should really take their cell 

phones to the nest level. Same thing again and again“. Also the user (5800 user) wrote “stupid 

downgrade clone af the stupid 5800, damn you nokia!!!!” , and no neutral reviews, a sum of 10 

reviews in total (check table 5230-10 implicit attribute in Database Tables for details).  
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Table 15 Summary of Nokia 5230 Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 

 
 

 
Chart 9 Nokia 5230 Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 
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Stop 10 

 
Nokia N9 

Release year 2011 

Units sold 1.4 million 

                                                                                                                   Source: www.gsmarena.com 

 

 

In stop 10, Nokia touch screen phone N9 was reviewed, first for the touch screen attribute, 8 

positive reviews were counted i.e. the user (Anonymous) wrote ” i hope this phone has 640x960 

pixels, screen size larger than 3.5"” which has proved right because the phone had a bigger 

screen, also the user (Anonymous) wrote “And it will have a 4" screen =]”. On the other hand, no 

negative user review was counted, while there was 1 neutral user review i.e. the user 

(Anonymous) wrote “it maybe a Meego device because of the onscreen button lay out.” This 

attribute had an overall count of 10 reviews (check table N9-1touch screen attribute in Database 

Tables for details).  

 

While the battery attribute had 1 positive review i.e. the user (ok la tuh) wish for a battery 

specs in the review he wrote which turned out later on to be an existing spec of the N9 phone the 

user wrote ”I wish N9 has 1500 li-po battery”, 1 negative review where the user (Anonymous) 

wrote “As for battery life, I don't think it might be better.” and 1 neutral review where the user 

(Saimz Muiruri) wrote “I wont say anything before knowing…..,battery life”, with an overall 

count of 3 reviews (check table N9-2 battery attribute in Database Tables for details). 

 

Moreover, the camera attribute has no positive reviews, 1 negative review where the user (lol) 

wrote “otherwise you waste your money on just a camera with low CPU” and no neutral reviews, 

 

http://www.gsmarena.com/
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an overall count of 1 review (check table N9-3 camera attribute in Database Tables for more 

details).  

 

As for the design attribute, there was 1 positive review, where the user (Anonymous) wrote” 

ohhh wow amazing, nice design”, 1 negative review where the user (Mobilemaster) wrote 

“About the design. It is the N8, with a full QWERTY keypad! This should be the N8 Pro! :D I 

hope that this is not the real N9 smart phone” and 1 neutral review where the user (noh rain) 

wrote “i noticed the design is same with n8 without qwerty” accounting for 3 reviews in total 

(check table N9-4 design attribute in Database Tables for detailed reviews).  

 

Furthermore, price attribute had 4 positive reviews where the user (Anonymous) wrote “since 

when Nokia is expensive ! comparing to all brands its the cheapest and they have every budgets 

phone” and the user (quain) wrote “this phone is amazing and about its price, its incomparable 

with iphone s,hahahhaa iphone is so expensive and less usable features“. Yet the phone had 6 

negative reviews i.e. the user (Then i) wrote “100% typical nokia (only high priced phone with 

high configuration, for those who have lots of money to waste)” and no neutral reviews, an 

overall count of 10 reviews (check table N9-5 price attribute in Database Tables for more 

details).  

 

As for the similarity to iPhone attribute, 1 positive reviews were present where the user 

(Anonymous) wrote “Are u serious ? they want to stop u from buying the iphone, the iphone is 

already worthless !” also the user (Anonymous) wrote “tis just the new nokia's flagship...stop 

compare nokia n8 between iphone 4!!!” and the phone had 6 negative reviews where the user 

(lol) wrote “take it easy guys choose between samsung galaxy s and iphone 4 otherwise you 

waste your money on just a camera with low CPU” and the user (ezekiel zick) wrote “It Realy 

looks like an iphone with keyb0ard..! Very c0nfuzing..! Hahaha..!”,  and no neutral reviews, an 

overall count of 7 reviews (check table N9-6 similarity to iPhone attribute in Database Tables for 

details). 

 

While Wi-Fi attribute had no positive reviews, 1 negative review where the user (Anonymous) 

wrote “and keep video calling people from wifi like a retard” and no neutral reviews, a total of 1 

review (check table N9-7 Wi-Fi attribute in Database Tables for further details).  
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In addition, the implicit attribute has 10 positive reviews where the user (RONALD) wrote 

“better than N8” and the user (Javed) wrote “This is the Piece of Gadget I have been Waiting 

for Long..I am Waiting for the Release....I guess All are too.” And the user (Anonymous) wrote 

“4 a phone 1 word magnificent & as a mini computer totally awesome” 2 negative reviews where 

the user (Anonymous) wrote ” i think its jst n8 with full qwerty slide “ and the user (Anis) wrote 

“What ? loooooooooooool its 95% N8”, and no neutral reviews, an overall count of 12 review 

(check table N9-8 implicit attribute in Database Tables for details).  

 

And finally, the operating system attribute had 7 positive reviews i.e. the user (oho) wrote 

“why on earth would you say Symbian^3 when the source site says it's MeeGo?!!” also the user 

(ok la tuh) wrote “i wish n9 has meego OS”. Whereas 9 negative reviews were observed i.e. the 

user (nawaz) wrote “features there r some drawbacks n the same os again why nokia dun bring 

new os to their phones” also the user (Anonymous) wrote “i am skeptical about it being Symbian 

^3”, and 9 neutral reviews i.e. the user (hani) wrote “the device os is meego no symbian !” also 

the user (touchscreen special) wrote “it is use the MEEGO Operating System ?” a sum of 25 

reviews, for further details (check the table N9-9 operating system attribute in Database Tables).  

    
Table 16 N9 Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 
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Chart 10 N9 Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Stop 11 

 
Lumia 900 

Release year 2012 

Units sold 4.4 million  

 

 

                                                                                                               Source: www.gsmarena.com 
 

Stop 11 marks the end of the user reviews empirical journey, where observations about customer 

reviews indicated several opinions by users, first the processor attribute had no positive 

reviews, 6 negative reviews i.e. the user (nx) wrote “weak processor, weak display, too heavy ..... 

classic nokia :D long live other brands :D” also the user (Anonymous) wrote” Its meant to be a 

flagship and it doesnt have a dual core processor ” also the user (ak) wrote” it useless , no 

 

http://www.gsmarena.com/
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significant upgrade in the processor while other phones have dual cores this is still lagging 

behind.”  However, there were no neutral reviews for this attribute, an overall of 6 reviews 

(check table Lumia 900-1 Processor Attribute in Database Tables). 

 

While the operating system attribute showed 21 positive reviews i.e. the user (Nik) wrote” 

Waiting for it now... Nokia n Windows... both my fav...” also the user (Mozart) wrote ”don't cry 

for dual core! you can compare the performance of WP and Android OS for Which one is 

smoother with same spec. May be some android fan boys are stuck in swamp of Force close.” 

Also the user (Raju) wrote “Windows can perform most faster than Andriod with 512MB RAM 

and Single Core processor. “Also the user (Rockr) wrote “.. I feel that once that is available 

widely people would start loving this tile/metro UI and than windows 7 phones would be selling 

like hot cakes..“ also 13 negative reviews were observed i.e the user (Ak) wrote “backed by 

poorer os ..” also the user (Mk) wrote “ I wish it had Android ICS” also the user (Anonymous) 

wrote “why buy the lumia 900, which is a windows phone” and 2 neutral reviews i.e. the user 

(sahil) wrote “can anybody tell me wat is the advantages and disadvantages of using windows 

fone over sambian fone...!!!”, with an overall count of 36 user reviews (check table Lumia900-2 

operating system attribute in Database Tables).  

 

Furthermore, the implicit attribute showed 9 positive reviews i.e. the user (ksr) wrote “on d rt 

trk”which could read “on the right track” also the user (Mafia) wrote “Nokia ...father of all 

mobiles. Lumia 900 as expected from me.m satisfy n i will definitely get it. great job nokia 

“ also the user(Krish) wrote “Superb.. Phone....Yes… Nokia is the real KING in smart phone 

market.” While 3 negative reviews were observed for this attribute i.e. the user (Symbianistic) 

wrote “This is a phone that should have BELLE on. I can at least buy Nokia a bit of time to catch 

up with the rest of the smartphone manufacturers. Wake up! you're in water”, there were 2 

neutral comments, i.e. the user (Velon) wrote” Beauty n the beast!”. Briefly, a 14 overall count 

for reviews (check table Lumia 900-3 Implicit attributes in Database Tables for detailed 

reviews). 

 

As for the display attribute, 3 negative reviews were observed i.e. the user (Lollerskates) wrote 

“NO GORILLA GLASS” also the user (nx) wrote “weak display” also the user (James Lee) 

wrote “No gorilla glass” while the reviews showed no positive or neutral reviews, with a total 
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count of 3 reviews (check table Lumia 900-4 display attribute in Database Tables for more 

details).  

 

As for the design attribute, there was 1 positive review i.e. the user (Dude) wrote “I love you so 

much Nokia for this amazing design” but there were no negative or neutral review observed in 

the reviews, which makes the overall count 1 for this attribute (check table Lumia900-5 design 

attribute in Database Tables for detailed review about this attribute). 

 

Furthermore, for the camera attribute, there was 1 positive i.e. the user (raju) wrote “Wake up 

Buddy, Front camera is to make video calls. If it is a VGA, the data consumption is less during 

video call. if they give a 3.2MP camera in front” 1 negative i.e. the user (ak) wrote “it useless , 

no significant upgrade in the processor while other phones have dual cores this is still lagging 

behind. camera again is poor backed by poorer os .” and no neutral reviews, an overall count of 2 

reviews (check table Lumia900-6 camera attribute in Database Tables for further details). 

 

The weight attribute had no positive reviews, 2 negative reviews i.e. the user (nx) wrote “too 

heavy .....” also the user (Nokia 800 900) wrote “Too weight!!.” and no neutral reviews, an 

overall count of 2 reviews (check table Lumia900-7 weight attribute in Database Tables for 

details). 

 

The internet connection attribute had 1 positive review i.e. the user (Greyfox1574) wrote 

“because with that you have the whole Internet as your ecosystem and can run anything through 

your mobile phone”no negative, and 2 neutral reviews i.e. the user (Anonymous) wrote “Does 

this have 4G like the Lumia 900 for at&t?” also the user (marvolio2000) wrote “I want to find 

out if you can share the nokia lumia windows phones internet connection wirellesly or via usb to 

your computer.(if you can use them as a modem)” with 3 reviews in overall count (check table 

Lumia900-8 internet connection attribute in Database Tables for further details).   

 

Moreover, the attribute similarity to iPhone had 1 positive count i.e. the user ( Don chie) wrote 

“people were also saying nokia should bring out something to rival the iProducts and the Green 

army, this is the second device (from nokia) that i believe is on par with its competition. (apps 

aside that is)”,  1 negative count was a result of a user review where the use (Chand) wrote 
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“Once again Nokia produced a Bla (Giant) product. There is no comparison of it with iPhone 

4/4S.” and no neutral reviews, an overall count of 2 (check table Lumia900-9 similarity to 

iPhone attribute in Database Tables for further details).  

 

As for the battery attribute, it showed 2 positive reviews i.e. the user (Karthik) wrote “1830 

mAh battery!!!!! great man!!!!” also the user (No future Lumia) wrote “Bigger battery,but no 

dual core prosessor!!. :/ FAIL!!.” Also there was 1 negative review i.e. the user (Sir TUKUL) 

wrote “The Lumia battery is failing. Some batteries draw down too fast” and no neutral reviews, 

a 3 overall review count (check table Lumia900-10 battery attribute in Database Tables for 

further details). 

 

Finally, price attribute had 1 positive review where the user (wolfies) wrote “And no I am not a 

Nokia fanboy - the price is a good point” on the other hand it has 1 negative review where the 

user (Daniel) wrote “I hate the price. :(“ 1 neutral review where the user (Raju) wrote “Around 

32000 Rupees.... But not officially announced....” an overall count of 3 reviews (check table 

Lumia900-11 price attribute in Database Tables for further details).  

 
Table 17 Summary of Lumia 900 Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 
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Chart 11 Lumia 900 Customer Preferences Kandeel and Sali (2013) 
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5. CHAPTER V  

5.1 ANALYSIS  
 

The purpose of the analysis chapter is to examine if the user reviews data, including the explicit 

and implicit preferences, through their connection to the literature has an effect on the incumbent 

firms through the dynamism of customer preferences.  

For this purpose, the attributes will be grouped in two categories according to their explicit or 

implicit nature, where the explicit preferences analysis will include price, similarity to iPhone, 

display, similiarity to iPhone and display, operating system, camera, and Wi-Fi, camera and Wi-

Fi while the implicit preferences will be analyzed in a separate category.  

Nevertheless, it is imperative first to explain how this thesis contributes towards filling the gap of 

the research theory discussed previously, in which customers were seldom assumed to hold an 

active role in technological change, radical innovation, and the determination of incumbent 

firm’s position, through the assumption that customer preferences are relatively static.  

This thesis examined the empirical data of user reviews through a theoretical perspective and 

found out there is evidence that customer preferences are dynamic. This can be observed through 

the concept of preference trajectories coined by Tripsas (2007) who concluded that customer 

preferences are dynamic and not static, and by that she relaxed the assumption by scholars 

(Christensen and Rosenbloom, 1995; Christensen and Bower, 1996; Christensen, 1997; Adner 

and Levinthal, 2001; Adner, 2002 in Tripsas, 2007) that customer preferences are relatively 

static. 

On the same note, the observation drawn from the tables of user reviews is the fluctuating type 

and count of attributes as a result of customer preferences dynamism, which if customer 

preferences were static, would have been stable through the examined time period 2002-2012 

and all over the phone types examined. This observation from the user reviews also relaxed the 

theoretical assumption held by the scholars (Christensen and Rosenbloom, 1995; Christensen and 

Bower, 1996; Christensen, 1997; Adner and Levinthal, 2001; Adner, 2002 in Tripsas, 2007) that 
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customer preferences are relatively static. Chart 12 provides an example snapshot for the 

dynamism of customer preferences for Nokia phones through the period 2002-2012. 

 

Chart 12 Dynamism of Customer Preferences 2002-2012 Kandeel and Sali (2013)

 

      

Accordingly, if strategists at the incumbent firms fail to recognize this dynamic nature of 

preferences, and instead assume that preferences are relatively static, the result could be 

neglecting the changing attribute importance from a customer perspective, and hence also 

neglecting the customer perceived value. This neglect of attribute change could furthermore 

result in the loss of valuable information which otherwise might act as decision support 

information for strategists, for the decision makers concerned with product development, 

marketing, and advertising. Thus producing a product that does not succeed to meet customer 

preferences which can affect the incumbent firm’s position in a unfavorable manner (Baxter, 

1995 in Chuang et al. 2001).  
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5.1.1. THE EXPLICIT PREFERENCES 
 

Dynamism of customer preferences and price sensitivity 

One of the examined observations was the price attribute being dynamic along the years which 

means that customers’ sensitivity for price varied according to the year and type of phone offered 

by the company. The price dynamism can be seen from the theoretical perspective of changing 

relative preference for attributes observed in Tripsas (2007). 

Another observation was the importance of price changing in favor of the emergence of other 

attributes which reduced the significance of price attribute in relation to other attributes during 

the same year, and when compared to other years. For example, it can be noted while price has a 

high count in the year 2002 for Nokia 6100 (27 total counts), it has a low count among attributes 

in the year 2007 (8 counts), which marks a turning point in the incumbent firm’s position due to 

the release of Apple’s iPhone, which has become one the most expensive phone compared to 

Nokia phones’ price range by that time.  

Furthermore, we could notice that the dynamism of customer preferences relevant to the price 

attribute indicated a match between the price of the product and customers’ expectations at some 

years, and a mismatch at other years. This means the company was able to read properly the 

customer preferences about what is the acceptable price level of a certain set of attributes for a 

phone as perceived by the customers at times, and was unable to read what would customer’s 

perceive as an acceptable price for a certain phone type at other times. In the same vein, Lynch 

(2006) argued that Nokia was unable to read customer demand correctly during 2003-2004.  

This change of price attribute can be analyzed further by observing the attributes offered through 

Nokia phones in the year 2002 where the acceptable price for a mobile phone was evaluated by 

users through its relevance and comparability to a landline telephone that provided only a 

communication utility. Compared to landline phone prices, mobile phones had to be cheap, while 

on the other hand computers and laptops were sold at significantly high prices compared to cell 

phones. The dynamism of preferences has changed the expected value of the mobile phone into 

creating a new basis of comparing the mobile phones’ attributes to the attributes of computers 

and laptops. Thus, the price did not anymore constitute the highest ranked attribute among the 
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customer preferences for mobile phone users, since the basis of comparison has shifted from 

mobile phone vs. landline phone to mobile phone vs. laptop. Such an observation of changing 

attribute significance should be closely and constantly monitored since the dynamism in one 

attribute among the preferences could be of a significant strategic importance for the company.  

Management sometimes relies on past experiences and historical preferences data that are 

assumed static or measured using methods that do not reflect the dynamism in a precise manner. 

This could lead to a flawed decision which might have a direct impact over the company’s ability 

to defend itself against market threats or seize available opportunities. An example can be 

withdrawn from the article in the Swedish Engineer magazine entitled “Så Dog Den Svenska 

Mobilen” (Ingenjören, Nr. 5, 2012) where the decision to produce a new smart phone was based 

on the price attribute resulted in turning down the proposal to produce a phone model that - if 

came into production- could become a flagship for Sony Ericsson. However, the components 

were expensive and so would the phone be, specifically around 400 Euros, about 80 Euros more 

than the previously most expensive models (Ingenjören, Nr. 5, 2012). Knowing this story 

occurred in 2007, the exact year when iPhone was later on launched in June, proved the 

dynamism of customer preferences actually changed the importance of price attribute, as it did 

not prevent customers from buying the expensive iPhone. Yet, it prevented decision makers at 

the company to seize such a great opportunity. Such discrepancy between what customer 

preferences has changed into, and what management assumed they are is a major point this thesis 

tries to unravel. The price attribute dynamism can be viewed through the following chart 

illustrating two different counts for the years 2002 and 2007 as well as other years. 

          Chart 13 Price Attribute Dynamism for Nokia Phones Kandeel and Sali (2013) 
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Another observation was the tendency of price to act as a moderating attribute to other attributes 

during customers’ elicitation of their preferences. In this case, price can act as an inhibitor for 

other attributes to score lower in the case of strong price attribute count (lower price). For 

example a user review for the phone Nokia 2700 Classic mentioned “The price is less than 

100$. So it's actually pretty decent offering, sporting a 2MP camera and 3,5mm jack as 

well. Well done Nokia!” However, it should be noted that companies sometimes assume there is 

a constant dominant presence for price attribute in comparison to other attributes, and by that 

they neglect the fact that customer preferences for products like mobile phones could be highly 

dynamic. In short, price attribute dynamism is one facet of the changing customer preferences 

and understanding this facet could have a significant impact over the ability of the incumbent 

firm to sustain its position.   

Dynamism of customer preferences and similarity to iPhone 

According to user reviews, an interesting attribute that emerged from year 2008 onwards is the 

degree of similarity of some Nokia phones to iPhone (an overall count of 20). For example a 

review by a user referring to Nokia 5800 Xpress music reflects the emergence of this attribute 

“Looking nice a copy of iphone lol.;)”.  Furthermore, the negative count of user reviews for the 

similarity of Nokia phones to the iPhone has proved higher than the positive count (11 counts). 

This could provide an explanation why the response of Nokia to the iPhone by trying to produce 

similar products with similar attributes to the iPhone did not persuade Nokia customers to buy 

Nokia phones again. Thus, it could be assumed that during the introductory stage of iPhone to 

the market, Nokia’s response was directed towards incremental innovation which aimed at 

creating similar value to that perceived by users of the iPhone through the pursuit of explicit 

preferences. Nokia assumed that reading these explicit preferences of iPhone customers could 

prevent drastic changes in its position as the dominant incumbent firm in the mobile phone 

industry.  

The emergence of this attribute was Nokia’s response through incremental innovation to the 

radical innovation brought by Apple’s iPhone in the year 2007 to the mobile phone market. It is 

argued that incumbents experience a crisis when they are faced with a radical innovation because 

of their dedication to current value networks and technological paradigms (Christensen, 1997; 

Foster, 1986; Tushman and Anderson, 1986 in Ansari and Krop, 2012). Accordingly, the 

emergence of this attribute can be considered as an attempt by Nokia to decrease its dedication to 
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the current technological paradigms and value networks through mimicking the explicit 

attributes of the iPhone (check chart 14) 

Chart 14 Similarity to iPhone attribute for Nokia Phones Kandeel and Sali (2013) 

 

 
Dynamism of customer preferences and display attribute 

A striking observation from analyzing the user reviews for Nokia phones was the presence of the 

feature ’display’  having  a high frequency of counts compared to other attributes for Nokia 6100 

(12 counts out of total 54 frequency attributes counts), Nokia 3100 (3 counts out of total 21 

frequency attributes counts), Nokia 2600 (14 counts out of total 71 frequency attributes counts), 

Nokia 1110 (17 counts out of total 116 frequency attributes counts), Nokia 1600 (14 counts out 

of total 72 frequency attributes counts)  and Nokia 1200 (8 counts out of total 30 frequency 

attributes counts) mobile phones during the 2002-2007 period, and absence of this feature for the 

ones in the 2008-2012 period, except the Nokia 2700 classic model , which had the ‘keypad” 

feature counted as an attribute (7 counts out of 43 total frequency attributes counts). This result 

suggests the dynamism of the display attribute along these years and the phone model provided 

by the company, and also the observation that users’ perceived preference for the display 

attribute was compatible with the company’s offering, i.e. the company was able to read properly 

the users perceived preference for the display attribute. From the theoretical perspective, this can 
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be explained by Tripsas (2007) who assumes ‘users have a given set of product characteristics 

they care about-a vector of attributes in a consumer’s utility function” (Lancaster, 1979; 

McFadden, 1981; Kreps, 1990 in Tripsas, 2007).  Moreover, an interesting finding is the 

emergence of the touchscreen attribute as new attribute that replaced the old attribute display 

after year 2008, (except the year 2009), as one of the most valued attribute for the users. This 

absence of the display attribute from the users’ reviews for the Nokia phone models for the years 

2002-2007 indicates the occurrence of a preference discontinuity, where “new attributes are 

considered or old attributes eliminated in evaluating a product” (Tripsas, 2007, p. ). Furthermore, 

another aspect we can observe from analyzing the phones is the emergence of the smartphones 

after 2008. Thus, it can be assumed that a radical shift from a technological trajectory in touch 

screen had an impact over preference trajectory (check Chart 15) 

 

     Chart 15 Display Attribute Dynamism for Nokia Phones Kandeel and Sali (2013) 
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Dynamism of customer preferences – the coupling of similarity to iPhone and display 

attributes 

An interesting observation from the below graph is when customer preferences dyamism affected 

the emergence of one attribute, another attribute emerged concurrently. That is to say the 

emergence of similarity to iPhone attribute triggered the emergence of the touch screen attribute.  

Thus, the impact of customer preferences on the incumbent firm’s strategy could be observed in 

Nokia’s attempts to constantly release touch screen phones after the concurrent emergence of 

these two attributes.   

Chart 16 Similarity to iPhone and the emergence of touch screen attribute Kandeel and Sali (2013) 
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Dynamism of customer preferences and the operating system (OS) 

The insight acquired from analyzing customer reviews about the operating system is reflected 

through the reviews analyzed in the year 2011 where the attribute had 25 and 36 counts in the 

year 2012. It can be argued that this increased interest in the operating system is due to the 

expectations of customers for a phone to function like a computer or a laptop. One of the users 

pointed this shift of preferences when he wrote “4 a phone 1 word magnificent & as a mini 

computer totally awesome”. Also another user wrote “WP OS is good on both ends but what 

I need is a phone running a full computer OS like windows 8, because with that you have 

the whole Internet as your ecosystem and can run anything through your mobile phone. To 

use the same OS on your phone, tablet and pc is the future of mobile phones.” 

As it can be seen from the user reviews example in the chart below, there is a significant interest 

in the operating system in the case of Lumia 900 in 2012 regarding the capability of the 

operating system.  

Chart 17 operating system attribute dynamism for nokia phones Kandeel and Sali (2013) 
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Dynamism of customer preferences and camera attribute  

The camera attribute dynamism showed an increase in the year 2010 as it can be observed in the 

following chart: 

Chart 18 Camera attribute Dynamism for Nokia phones Kandeel and Sali (2013) 

 

After looking through the tables and graphs to be able to analyze the dynamism of camera 

attribute, it could be suggested that the camera attribute dynamism was relevant to the social 

factor in preference formation referred to in the theoretical chapter. The socialization factor 

“makes consumer preferences to change due to interpersonal contact” (Janssen and Jagger, 2001) 

and this socialization factor trigger customers to use the mobile phone camera and to share 

pictures through Wi-Fi with others.  After observing the increased significant count for the 

camera attribute in the year 2010 and the possible reasons behind it, there was also a raise in the 

importance of the Wi-Fi attribute. Both of the attributes had a high negative count concurrently, 

which could lead to realize the importance customers placed on both of the attributes together. 

This could be observed in the user reviews where they mentioned the camera attribute and the 

Wi-Fi together in eliciting their preferences through disclosing their discomfort with the camera 

quality and the unavailability of the Wi-Fi attributes. An example of this are the following 

reviews “nice phone phone but no wifi and 3g and also 2mp camera is not best”, “waste of 

money. not even xpress music? no wifi, no secondary camera, only 2MP camera. better buy 

5530 at least u have wifi, 3.2 MP cam and xpress music just add a few pounds..” 
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Chart 19 Camera and Wi-Fi Dynamism for Nokia Phones Kandeel and Sali (2013) 

 

 

We can therefore suggest that the absence of an attribute such as the camera can have negative 

impact on the social construction of preferences, which could determine the success or failure of 

a product of the incumbent firm. One of the possible concequences of this failure of meeting 

customer preference could possibly be the migration of the incumbent’s customers to a 

competitor. A review of one of the customers pointed this out clearly “Phones like LG 
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MEGAPIXEL camera with Autofocus”.  
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Dynamism of customer preferences and Wi-Fi attribute 

 

When analyzing the Wi-Fi attribute dynamism, it could be observed that the unavailability of the 

Wi-Fi feature affected the count of negative user reviews in the year 2010, as seen in Chart 20. 

 

Chart 20 Wi-Fi Attribute Dynamism for Nokia Phones Kandeel and Sali (2013)  

 

 
 

It could be suggested that the Wi-Fi attribute dynamism was relevant to the social factor in 

preference formation referred to in the theoretical chapter, the socialization factor “makes 

consumer preferences to change due to interpersonal contact” (Janssen and Jagger, 2001) and 

this socialization factor trigger customers to use the mobile phone Wi-Fi in order to share 

pictures they capture with their phone cameras with others. While Nokia provided a 3G 

connection instead of Wi-Fi, 3G was described as being expensive and not a feasible alternative 

for Wi-Fi by some users “ I prefer 5530, because it has wi-fi which is more useful than 

expensive than 3G”. 

It was also observed that the Wi-Fi and the camera attribute both had a negative count, where the 

customers elicited their preferences by disclosing their discomfort with the Wi-Fi and the 

unavailability of the camera attribute together. Examples of this are the user reviews “nice 

phone phone but no wifi and 3g and also 2mp camera is not best.”, “waste of money. not 
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even xpress music? no wifi, no secondary camera, only 2MP camera. better buy 5530 at 

least u have wifi, 3.2 MP cam and xpress music just add a few pounds..” 

      

Dynamism of customer preferences and Design attribute  

 

 

One of the interesting findings as a result of review analysis is that design attribute dynamism 

scored the highest rank among feature phones compared to smart phones.  

 

 
Chart 21 Design Attribute Dynamism for Nokia Phones Kandeel and Sali (2013) 

 

 

What we can understand from this is that the visual design which included nice colored front 

cover frames scored high positive count in all the feature phones market except from Nokia 

1200. Examples of this can be seen in the user reviews of feature phones “I think design is very 

important now...”, “this is the best design for entry-level, good job nokia” and “it is simple 

& stylish”. To a certain limit this can explain why Nokia had and still have an adequate market 

share in the low price range phone segment, especially in the emerging markets. Now to the 

incumbent firm, this could provide a consideration that visual design has a major importance for 

feature phone from customer preferences perspective.  
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5.1.2. THE IMPLICIT PREFERENCES 
 
Dynamism of customer preferences and implicit attribute 

While analyzing customer preferences, the implicit attribute reflected a remarkable observation: 

the years which had a low count of the implicit attribute usually represented a feature phone and 

not a smart phone (refer to List of Nokia phone types in Appendix). While years that involved a 

higher implicit count represented a smart phone and not a feature phone, which indicated that 

customers disclosed more implicit sentiment towards smart phones (check Chart 22). 

Chart 22 Implicit Attribute for Nokia Phones Kandeel and Sali (2013) 

 

Furthermore, as it can be observed in all the user review tables above, the implicit attribute did 

rarely had neutral counts, which might indicate that the implicit attribute is usually associated 

with a negative or positive sentiment which is a reflection of what customers think about a 

certain product, where the demand for a product which determines a company’s strategy is often 

influenced by customer preferences and ‘a customer’s preferences for a product can be viewed as 

a reflection of his or her inner world’ (Claes, 1992 in Cao et al., 2001).  On the other hand, we 

can notice that for explicit attributes, there was a presence of neutral opinions frequently, which 

implies that customers sometimes had no sentiment for an explicit attribute. Therefore, the 
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presence of a clear sentiment in the implicit attribute points out the degree of positive or negative 

implicit preferences the customers had towards Nokia phones. 

Additionally, in the year 2006 the implicit attribute had a low count, we can observe that starting 

from the year 2007 and including 2008, which marks the the iPhone release, the implicit attribute 

had a high count which could confirm again the implicit attribute association with smart phones. 

Based on the assumption that Nokia smart phones were the phone types which iPhone attacked 

in the existing incumbent market of Nokia smartphones in 2007 leads us to an important 

proposition that radical innovation could be associated with implicit preferences, as the figure 8 

shows.  

               Figure 8 Preferences vs. Radical and Incremental Innovation Kandeel and Sali (2013) 

 

Having discovered this, the relevance of implicit and explicit customer preferences encouraged 

the researchers to revisit the concept of radical change of meaning identified in the previous 

work of Verganti (2008) in an attempt to apply the previous finding about the relevance of 

radical innovation to implicit customer preferences. In order to do so, Figure 9 was developed to 

explain that implicit and explicit customer preferences could be utilized as a tool of dissecting 
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the meaning perspective and then the relevance of this meaning to radical and incremental 

innovation as it was suggested by Verganti (2008).   

Figure 9 Verganti meaning change explained through customer preferences adopted from Verganti 

 

The implicit attribute was one of the exciting yet challenging attributes to analyze due to the high 

count of this attribute and the high frequency of occurrence in the user reviews tables. For Nokia 

phones, the implicit attribute count increased among attributes Nokia had in 2007, which marks 

the year of releasing the iPhone into the market as mentioned previously. However, the 

interesting point here is that Nokia user reviews for the implicit attribute started to disclose 

negative implicit attitudes for Nokia phones in that year (2007) for a Nokia feature phone (Nokia 

1200). For example the users indicated that Nokia is being “Extremely Retro And Low Tech” 

and “are we back to the 90`s?”, “talk about going back in time for 10 years =___=”, “this is 

a good one to have as a spare or back up phone or just sonething to leave in my car.....not 

as my main phone - my mates would laugh at me. lol, probably not if ur in the older 

generation”.  The last user’s review is relevant to the psychological formation of preferences 

and the consumer socialization theory, which indicate that when the consumers belong to a 
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certain group, they are often affected by the preferences of that group (Sha Yang and Greg M. 

Allenby, 2003), where customers will tend to lower their intentions to transact with certain 

service providers in order to avoid being stereotyped by the social group.  

To further investigate this stereotype tendency and its relevance to recently released smart Nokia 

phones despite the radical innovation Nokia meant to deliver through investing more in 

technology to produce the Lumia series. A user review in 2012 which compared Lumia phone to 

iPhone disclosed the presence of stereotypes similar to those previously expressed in 2007 for 

the feature phone (Nokia 1200), despite the different type of phone. Furthermore, the user 

expressed regret for being “jailed” to iPhone, and blinded from seeing how Nokia phones can be 

of a good value. Moreover, the user showed a significant degree of sentiment and wrote “ well I 

just sold my iphone 5 for lumia 920, this is my first time using windows phone, immediately I 

insert my sim and see how the phone functions, tears drop from my eyes, then I start to ask 

myself is this all I've been missing all my life, I jailed by Apple since iphone came out, I couldn't 

switch bcos I thought it was the best, but now I know the best. I know there are people like me 

out there tiled to Apple simply bcos they don't want to loose their Apps they pay for. Apple is 

suckED, there are bunch of rubbish, useless company with same boring tech every time, even 

looking at the pix in the comparison, iphone 5 look more of a dumb phone beside Lumia 920. dis 

is actually story, L920 rocks...” 

The first impression is one emotional, in which he instantly connects and attaches to the Lumia 

phone: “tears drop from my eyes, then I start to ask myself is this all I've been missing all my 

life”. Furthermore, he contemplates about the reason why he did not use it before: “, I couldn't 

switch bcos I thought it was the best, but now I know the best”. In addition, he compares it with 

the Apple phone by stating that ”Apple is suckED, there are bunch of rubbish, useless company 

with same boring tech every time, even looking at the pix in the comparison, iphone 5 look more 

of a dumb phone beside Lumia 920”. 

We believe the reason why this user customer had a previous negative image of the incumbent 

Nokia products was due to preference stereotype that impeded him to discover the new meaning, 

sentiment, and value that are possible to be experienced when using the Nokia Lumia phone. 

This observation again questioned the applicability of the proposition that radical innovation 

could necessarily trigger a radical change of meaning in Verganti (2008). Therefore, we can 

propose that preference stereotypes represents a challenge to the proposition of Verganti (2008) 
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through the hindrance of radical innovation effect to impact over a radical change in meaning. 

Accordingly, this means a failure to construct a radical change in meaning despite technological 

development and innovation of design and consequently the risk of failure of the product to 

accomplish the significant desired impact, i.e. Lumia phone as it can be seen in Figure 10. 

 

 Figure 10 Preference Stereotypes vs. Radical change of meaning adopted from Verganti 

 

The customers use these stereotypes to make judgments about products, service providers, or 

consumers (Matta and Folkes, 2005; Pechmann and Knight, 2002 in Lee et al., 2011). Another 

important point of looking at is the influence of these stereotypes and their effects on how 

consumers react when they believe they are targets of these stereotypes. The stereotype threat is 

‘a situational predicament caused by the awareness that one might be treated differently because 

of a negative stereotype about one’s group’ (Steele and Aronson, 2005 in Lee et al., 2011). This 

threat arises when consumers who are aware that they might be stereotyped would lower their 

intentions to transact with certain service providers.  As defined by Lee et al. (2011), transaction-

related anxiety is ‘the process that causes changes in judgments about transacting with an out-

group service provider’. During a buying transaction, the consumer can proceed forth with it or 

prefer to defer it due to the anxiety. Steele (1997) state that anxiety is an important factor of the 

stereotype threat effect on individuals that belong to disadvantaged groups. Although Lee et al 

(2011) refer to groups of minorities, age and gender, i.e. Afro-Americans and females, when 
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applying the transaction-related stereotype, we believe that their work can be generalized to 

comprise the buying behavior of the consumers of mobile phones when they seize they are under 

the threat of being stereotyped by the out-group individuals. Thus, in the following part, we will 

extend the concept of preference stereotype to comprise the shifting standards effect to (partly) 

explain the reason why the level of expertise and their expectations do greatly affect the brand 

stereotype.  The concept of shifting standards effect (SSE) was first coined by Biernat, Manis 

and Nelson (1991), who argued that “recourse to commonly used stereotypes will change the 

meaning of subjective scales for respondents and thus shift their evaluative scores (Dimofte and 

Johansson, 2009).  

There is a clear cut difference between the benefits that a product provides and the product 

attributes that transmit those benefits. The latter is characterized as being product features 

(concrete), whereas the former as a result from these features and value adding to the consumer 

(abstract). Thus, objective scales are attribute-type scales, whereas subjective scales benefit-type 

scales (Dimofte and Johansson, 2009, p. 160). Accordingly, Figure 11 explains the effect of 

implicit preference stereotypes on the sentiment of customers towards Nokia’s Lumia, which 

was meant to carry out a radical change in the meaning that migrating customers of Nokia to 

other companies held about Nokia. Therefore, it leaves us with a question, partly answered 

through the challenging position of Nokia to come back to the market as a leading mobile 

company: Would Lumia phones succeed in saving Nokia company? 

Figure 11 Nokia Preference Radical innovation vs. Preference Stereotypes Kandeel and Sali (2013)
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6. CHAPTER VI 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
 

In this chapter, the main findings of this thesis are presented as conclusions, followed by the 

implications for researchers and managers, continued with suggested future research, and finally 

this concluded with suggested solutions for managers.  

6.1. CONCLUSIONS  
 

 Explicit customer preferences relate to technology and design which is carried out by the 

incumbent firm which assumes a passive role of the customer, whereas implicit customer 

preferences necessitates the consideration of the active role of the customer.  

 

 Radical innovation is associated more with implicit customer preferences than it is with 

explicit customer preferences. Incumbent firms try to respond to threats of new entrants 

through radical innovations that can have an impact on the implicit preferences, and not 

only through technological improvements that incrementaly meet explicit customer 

preferences.  

 

 Preference stereotypes suggest an explination to the discrepancy between radical 

innovation and its assumed impact over implicit preferences. In other words, it 

contributes towards explaining why incumbent firms fail to accomplish a positive return 

on their investment in the advancement of technologies. 

 

 The ability of the incumbent firm to deal with the dynamism of explicit customer 

preferences lies in its ability to closely monitor the explicit preferences of customers and 

to constantly update its information about them.  

 

 Closely monitoring the explicit preferences of customers and constantly updating the 

information about them enables the incumbent to avoid the threats which the dynamism 

of preferences may involve, or to seize an opportunity they may offer. 
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 Understanding that explicit customer attributes are interdependent enables the incumbent 

to discover additional missing attributes the customers may want. 

 

 Explicit and implicit customer preferences mirror the utilitarian and the aesthetic 

attributes, respectively. An incumbent unaware of the dynamism in both is at the risk of 

losing its customers.    

 

 

 Preferences are dynamic and not static. Assuming they are static eventually leads to 

failure in reading what customers want, hence the incumbent losing its dominant position. 

 

 For incumbents, the time for introducing the technology for customers is as much 

important as the technology itself. Customer preferences are associated with a specific 

time, and the success of the product is dependant over positively matching the 

preferences at that particular time. 

 

  Incremental innovation is usually associated with explicit preferences, while radical 

innovation is associated with implicit preferences. The precise measurement of these two 

types of preferences represents a challenge to the incumbent firm.  

 

 Incumbents should not rely totally on the past personal experiences of executives to 

determine customer preferences, but instead constantly update the information about 

customer preferences, especially the information meant for stratetgic decision support.  

 

 Dynamism of customer preferences can diminish the use or value of certain attributes. 
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6.2. IMPLICATIONS 
 

6.2.1. IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCHERS  
 
Understanding the dynamism of customer preferences could benefit researchers in the domains 

of both marketing and innovation. Having conducted this study, we can suggest that it offers a 

useful tool to dissect the dynamism of customer perceived value, and could offer a perspective to 

further understand the origins of the concept of meaning in design-driven innovation. 

Furthermore, customer preferences could offer an interesting perspective to understand the 

possible role of customers in validating or invalidating radical or incremental innovations. In 

addition, this study can provide insights into consumer behavior research through discussing and 

examining the psychological and social factors affecting the formation and dynamics of customer 

preferences, and their impact on incumbents who are willing to sustain their leading position at 

the market.  

This study could offer insights for cognitive psychologists interested in interdisciplinary research 

topics that integrate marketing research, consumer behavior research, and innovation research.   

 

Finally, this study sheds the light on the importance of examining the implicit customer 

preferences and the importance of preference stereotypes when researching the role of customers 

in determining the position of incumbent firms.   

6.2.2. IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS 
 
For the purpose of generalisability, the implications for this research not only could benefit those 

with decision making capacity in the mobile phone industry, but also could be of use for business 

strategists, middle managers particularly in the business-to-consumer (B2C) domain. The 

exploitation of this study would hopefully add a contribution towards understanding the 

importance of customers’ changing preferences and accordingly customers’ needs especially for: 

 Innovators and enterprenuers  

 Strategists, CEOs, and those in decision making capacity 

 Product and service development managers and new product and service development 

specialists 
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 Industrial designers  

 Marketing managers 

 Advertising managers 

 Sales managers 

 Customer care, customer acquisition, and customer retention departments’ managers.   

 

In-depth investigation of customer preferences provides managers with perspectives and insights 

which limits the uncertainty relevant to the changing customer behavior especially in high-

dynamic industries like the mobile phone industry, and further guide to a better commercial 

exploitation of this investigation.  

6.3 FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
The inner world of human beings is a hidden treasure that requires several attempts of discovery 

towards both the exploration and exploitation of the knowledge jewel. While this thesis made a 

slight contribution towards understanding the role of customers in the declining position of 

incumbent firms through examining the effect of dynamism of customer preferences, future 

research could try to explore interesting aspects such as the effect of customer preferences 

dynamism on the attacker firms, since that many attacker firms are being debated now in the 

research community.  

 

Another interesting future research topic would be an extensive study of the dynamism of 

perceived value through the implicit customer preferences perspective and to further examine its 

impact on validating radical innovations.  

 

Furthermore, the rising interest in the commercial use of big data (i.e. consumer automated 

recommender systems) creates an opportunity and challenge for researching the underlying 

customer preferences importance in both the construction and utilization of this data in order to 

better meet customer preferences and understand its evolving nature. 
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6.4. SUGGESTIONS FOR MANAGERS 
 
For strategists who steer their companies towards success, the availability of the customer 

preferences dynamism information should be regarded with utmost importance because of the 

significant benefit such specific information can offer to multiple parties involved in product and 

service development.  

 For this purpose, we propose that managers should invest more in monitoring the trends of 

preferences change, both in the form of the sentiment of customers reflected through what 

customer constantly discuss and share of their feelings about products like mobile phones, and 

the utility use reflected through frequency of use for phone attributes by each customer.  With 

this into consideration, we propose two solutions for managers: one of them is a solution that is 

being recently used to capture sentiment through enormous customer base (the big data) of which 

we will refer to as Automated Sentiment Analysis. On the other hand, the second solution, 

which to our knowledge is proposed for the first time as an original result of this thesis, could 

further develop into valuable business solution as we will discuss here further. The second 

solution is referred to as Mobile ART or Mobile Attribute Reporting Tool which is concerned 

with automated prompt reporting of utility usage of mobile phone attributes. 

6.4.1 AUTOMATED SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 
 
Automated sentiment analysis is a rising field that has common characteristics with many other 

fields, such as business intelligence, customer service, and brand reputation management (King, 

2011). Automated sentiment analysis can provide insights about consumer feelings towards a 

certain company or product without the need of any inside knowledge from the company or 

product (King, 2011). This means that companies cannot only understand their own customers, 

but they could also understand customers in the market in general, including those who belong to 

a competitor.  

Some companies recognized social networks as a dynamic unique source of customer 

preferences, particularly displaying customer’s sentiment towards a product or a service. For 

example, Michael Sprague, Kia's vice-president of marketing and communications, explained 

how Kia Motors has struggled hard to connect with customers on the emotional side in order to 

overcome one of the greatest challenges to the company: the changing consumer perception 
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(King, 2011). In order to do that, the company decided to use a tool that analyzes enormous 

number of customer opinions in the web, including those exchanged on blogs, Facebook and 

Twitter. This tool, called MOBI, stands for Mass Opinion Business Intelligence was developed 

by an Irvine (Calif.)-based company called WiseWindow (King, 2011). The tool fulfils this vital 

need for companies like Kia through providing real-time information about related consumer 

sentiment, gathered from millions of sites (King, 2011).   

6.4.2 MOBILE ART MOBILE ATTRIBUTE REPORTING TOOL (ART) 
 

Make the next main stream mobile phone 

 

Mobile phone attributes are of great importance to both manufacturers and telecom operators. 

For mobile manufacturers, it provides guidance about which features would the main stream 

prefer in the coming product, while for telecom operators, it enables them to structure their 

handset and offers properly to encourage more sales of service subscriptions bundled with offers, 

and hence be able to select between different vendors through matching the customer attributes 

through ART reports and the new phones offered by vendors. 

 Many market research tools are utilized to be able to determine what is about the phone that 

people like or use the most. However, there is inevitable problem with the way the information is 

collected, while being subject to human error and time constraints. Hence, the greatest challenge 

to the used market research tools is the failure to promptly realize the rapid shifts in collective 

directions of attributes change, which if left unrealized in such a dynamic industry will lead to 

delayed response by manufacturers about what are their customers looking for. 

 

Measurement of attributes can be done utilizing ART technology that sends through programmed 

preloaded module on mobile phones the most common used phone features in a manner similar 

to the function of how the phone sends its IMEI to the data network.  ART will constantly send 

usage statistics of features in a mobile phone, afterwards these usage statistics will be extracted 

into different customizable reports that represents a valuable source of information to many 

departments across the company. ART provides a forecast and analysis function in cost efficient 

easy to use way and make available relevant information to all the concerned departments at the 

company. The easy-to-use reporting interface does not require complex level of technical literacy 

so it should be easy to use by everyone. 
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Benefits of mobile ART 

 

• Timely feedback from the moment of first used mobile phone model in the market.  

• Function usage for a certain type of mobile phone.  

• Feature usage for a certain type of mobile phone.  

• Feedback for financial forecasts.  

• Feedback for Sales managers.  

• Guidance for Marketing and advertising managers  

• Early information for the use of R&D.  

• Vital information for the use of designers.  

• Last minute information about users attributes.  

 

There are some privacy concerns that could arise when considering the idea. The response to this 

concern is that the preloaded module/software of Mobile ART will only push statistics about the 

physical features usage and not usage statistics for logged or shared information like website 

activity, passwords, social media activity or so on. However, these data will not be at all reported 

by any mean.  

What Mobile ART will report to OEM is a very feasible objective and timely data about how 

users make use of the device through human-machine interaction only. This kind of data is worth 

a lot for human interface design purposes at OEM. A relevant example for this could be finding 

out that a button was barely used in the phone, so the next model of that phone might then 

eliminate the button from a future phone design, which saves the company and, accordingly, the 

end user the cost incurred through adding this feature. Or it could for example provide 

information about the most common movement direction and pattern of motion of the user finger 

on a touch screen which guide designers how to adopt their next design to this new available 

information about phone customers. Below is a suggested concept about how Mobile ART might 

look like 
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Figure 12 Concept Snapshot from Mobile ART Kandeel and Sali (2013) 

 

                      Figure 13 Concept Snapshot from Mobile ART – Data visualization Kandeel and Sali (2013)      
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Appendix 
 

 

List of Nokia phone types 2002-2012 

Year Nokia phone model Smartphone Feature phone 

2002 NOKIA 6100 No Yes 

2003 Nokia 3100 No Yes 

2004 Nokia 2600 No Yes 

2005 Nokia 1110 No Yes 

2006 Nokia 1600 No Yes 

2007 Nokia 1200 No Yes 

2008 Nokia 5800 

XpressMusic 

Yes No 

2009 Nokia 2700 Classic No YES 

2010 Nokia 5230 Yes No 

2011 N9 Yes No 

2012 Lumia 900 Yes No 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


